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Preise radial veloity measurements of stars an provide a powerful tool 
for both eXamining the intrinsi atmospheri ativity of the star, and testing for the 
eXistene of substellar orbital ompanions. This method has been used to detet 
the vast majority o f k n o wn eXtrasolar planets, as well as probing the asteroseis-
mologial harateristis of ative stars. This dissertation presents the results of a 
preise radial veloity s u r v ey of 177 bright K g i a n t stars. SiX of the stars have data 
that indiate the presene of planetary or brown dwarf orbital ompanions. Many 
others have evidene of nonradial pulsations, and twenty binary stars are deteted. 
The ativity o f s e v eral supergiants in the sample is analyzed, and the possibility 
of rotational modulation is eXamined. This survey represents the largest and most 
preise radial veloity data set of K giant s e v er reated. 
Xv 
Chapter 1 
Introdution 
For many y ears, K giant stars have been used as radial veloity and pho-
tometri standard stars. They were onsidered partiularly well suited for this 
role, beause of their brightness, their relative abundane, and their pereived 
onstany. The brightest of the K giants, Arturus (a Boo, HIP 69673), was on-
sidered a quality radial veloity standard star as reently as the work of Beavers 
et al. (1979). Several years later, radial veloity v ariability w as frst observed in 
Arturus (Smith et al., 1987) at levels of 160 m s
-1
. This disovery was due to 
an advane in instrument tehnology, in this partiular ase, improved spetral 
wavelength alibration by means of a Fabry-Perot interferometer. Sine that time, 
major advanes in spetrosopi instrumentation have a l l o wed astronomers to mea-
sure relative stellar radial veloities down to 3 m s
-1 
(Butler et al., 1996; Queloz et 
al., 2001), and hopefully radial veloity ( R V) preision of 1 m s
-1 
will be attained 
in the near future. 
The methods of attaining preise radial veloities use the same general 
onept. Doppler shifts in the wavelength of absorption lines in the spetrum 
of the target star are measured, and this shift is the measured radial veloity. 
This alone is not preise enough for some observations, even with the highest 
resolution spetrographs. To inrease wavelength alibration preision, another 
set of absorption lines is laid down on top of the stellar lines. This an be done 
1
 
2 
by passing the stellar light through an absorbing gas or by adding additional light 
from a alibration lamp. The added absorption lines are at the loal referene 
frame, thus reating a set of omparison lines from whih to alibrate the stellar 
lines. This is espeially useful when only relative radial veloity measurements are 
desired. 
This inreased RV sensitivity has led to the detetion of a host of variable 
K giants (Hatzes & Cohran, 1998a). In addition to the study of those speif 
variable stars, several radial veloity s u r v eys of K giant s h a ve begun to eXamine 
the behavior of these stars as an entire lass (Frink et al., 2001; Carney et al, 2003; 
Setiawan et al., 2003a; Sato et al., 2003). Photometri surveys of K giant s h a ve 
also eXamined the variability of these stars (Edmonds & Gilliland, 1996;  orissen 
et al., 1997; Henry et al., 2000b). 
The radial veloity of a star an appear to be variable for several reasons, 
but there is only one physial ause whih reates atual radial veloity  hanges 
in a star. The star ould have an orbital ompanion, suh as a planet or binary 
star ompanion, with whom it orbits around the ommon enter of mass. Grav-
itational interations with other nearby stars an also aelerate a star, possibly 
in ways whih w ould mimi the aeleration from a long-term binary ompanion 
for the duration of an observational program. Other phenomena an reate arti-
fial hanges in the measured radial veloity of a star, suh as surfae features 
(starspots, plage) rotating aross the fae of the star or stellar pulsations. The 
majority of preise radial veloity w ork on K giants to this point has foused on 
the study of intrinsi veloity jitter due to pulsations in the star, also known as 
asteroseismology. Reently, h o wever, the disovery of eXtrasolar planets orbiting 
K giants has shifted some fous onto the searh for planetary ompanions. 
The searh for eXtrasolar planets is a relatively new feld in astronomy, b u t 
one whih has sustained massive g r o wth, and is one of the more eXiting and visible 
felds in all of siene. The frst disovery of a planet orbiting a main sequene 
star by M a yor & Queloz (1995), was rapidly followed by the disovery of many 
3 
more, up through the present day, when more than 100 eXtrasolar planets orbiting 
main sequene stars have been deteted. The quantity of planets now known 
has allowed astronomers to investigate bulk statistis, suh as the relationship of 
planet abundane with stellar metalliity (Gonzalez, 2000; Laughlin, 2000; Fisher 
& V alenti, 2004), as well as singular interesting ases, suh as HD 209458b, whih 
transits its host star (Charbonneau et al., 2000; Henry et al., 2000a). 
Although radial veloities have been the most suessful method of de-
teting planets, it is not the only tehnique urrently in use. The searh for planet 
transits has been a popular way to searh for eXtrasolar planets, although the 
observations are quite diÆult from the ground. When a planet passes in front 
of its host star, some light will be bloked, and this an, in theory, be deteted. 
This method has problems beause of the low  hanes of orret orbital alignment, 
making it neessary to observe a large number of stars to have a n y hope of seeing a 
transit event. Only reently has this method been suessful in disovering eXtra-
solar planet andidates (Konaki et al., 2003; Konaki et al, 2004). The transit of 
HD 209458b was deteted only after the disovery of the planet via radial veloities. 
One of the largest obstales faing astronomers looking for planet transits is the 
variations in the photometry due to hanging atmospheri onditions. To detet 
hot jupiters (large gaseous planets orbiting near the host star in 1-5 day orbits), 
diferential photometry of a fration of a perent is needed on a large numbe  r o f 
stars. To a  hieve the optimal onditions, the National Aeronautis and Spae Ad-
ministration (NASA) plans on launhing the KEPLER
1 
spae mission, to searh 
for planet transits from outside Earth's atmosphere. The European Spae Ageny 
(ESA) will also launh a similar telesope in the near future, COROT
2
. 
Several other planet detetion methods should be noted. The gravitation 
lensing signature of a planet an be deteted during a mirolensing event (Albrow 
et al., 1998). Plans to look for astrometri signatures of a planet are underway from 
� 
http://www.kepler.ar.nasa.gov/ 
� 
http://orot.astrsp-mrs.fr/ 
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the ground (Kek I n terferometer
3
, V LTI
4
) and from spae (HST
5
, GAIA
6
, SIM 
7
, 
TPF
8
). Looking further into the future, diret observations are planned (LBT
9
, 
DARWIN
10
, CHEOPS
11
). Although not used regularly as a method of surveying 
stars to fnd new planets, the frst eXtrasolar planets ever disovered were found 
by measuring pulsar timing (Wolszzan & Frail, 1992). 
K giants, the subjet of radial veloity surveys for other pupposes, have 
also joined the ranks of stars with known planetary ompanions. The frst planet 
found orbiting a K giant w as disovered around L Dra by F rink et al. (2002), a 
produt of the work presented in this dissertation. More reently, planets have 
been found around HD 47536 (Setiawan et al., 2003b) and HD 104985 (Sato et al., 
2003). 
Here I present the results of a preision radial veloity s u r v ey of 177 
bright K giants. This projet inludes over four years of observations taken at Lik 
Observatory. Originally designed to test the ability o f K g i a n t stars to funtion as 
astrometri referene stars for the Spae Interferometry Mission, the data presented 
here inlude the variability l e v els of a large sample of stars, and the analysis of 
the soures of the variations. In addition to intrinsi stellar jitter, fve substellar 
ompanions have been deteted in this sample; the aforementioned L Dra, and two 
planets and two b r o wn dwarfs disussed in Mithell et al. (2004). 
The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 disusses the observa-
tional method. Chapter 3 inludes a disussion of the origin of the projet, as well 
as the seletion riteria for the stars in the sample, and a number of stellar param-
eters. The radial veloity data is presented in Chapter 4, and the interpretation of 
the data set is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 is a lose physial eXamination of 
� 
http://planetquest.jpl.nasa.gov/Kek/ k ek index.html/ 
� 
http://www.eso.org/projets/vlti/ 
� 
http://www.stsi.edu/ 
� 
http://www.esa.int/siene/gaia/ 
� 
http://planetquest.jpl.nasa.gov/SIM/sim index.html/ 
� 
http://tpf.jpl.nasa.gov/ 
� 
http://medusa.as.arizona.edu/lbto/ 
�� 
http://si.esa.int/darwin/ 
�� 
http://www.mpia-hd.mpg.de/CHEOPS/ 
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the possible intrinsi soures of radial veloity v ariability  h  i    h is seen in the data. 
The possibility of substellar ompanions to the stars in this survey is evaluated 
in Chapter 7. A fnal look at interesting stars not overed in the previous text is 
presented in Chapter 8. 
Chapter 2 
Observational Tehnique 
As of August 2004, 127 eXtrasolar planets have been deteted by a s -
tronomers. Of these planets, 122 have been deteted using the radial veloity 
method, with the only eXeptions being fve planets whih w ere found orbiting 
neutron stars, and were deteted by measuring shifts in the pulsar timing (Wol-
szzan & Frail, 1992; Arzoumanian et al., 1996). The radial veloity method is a 
more sensitive v ersion of the method whih has been used to identify spetrosopi 
binary systems for many y ears. 
Measuring the Doppler shifts of stars with high preision has been an 
eXeedingly suessful tehnique with whih t o d i s  o ver eXtrasolar planets. It is also 
a demanding siene, requiring preise alibrations and rigorous software to eXtrat 
radial veloities with auraies omparable to walking speed. Our observational 
work, as is the ase with all siene, stands on the shoulders of giants. The group 
now k n o wn as the California and Carnegie Planet Searh team has been refning 
these tehniques for well over a deade, and has graiously allowed us to use their 
observing equipment and software redution pakage. They, along with the Geneva 
EXtrasolar Planet Searh team are the true pioneers of this young feld. 
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Figure 2.1: Lightpath diagram of the Coude AuXiliary Telesope (CAT) at 
Lik Observatory. This telesope was used for all observations disussed in 
this dissertation. The fgure was taken from the Lik Observatory website at 
http://mtham.uolik.org/. 
2.1 Telesope and Instrument 
All of the observations for this projet were taken with the 0.6m Coude 
AuXiliary Telesope (CAT) at Lik O b s e r v atory at Mt. Hamilton, California. The 
CAT onsists of an equatorially mounted fat siderostat mirror enased in a shed 
just outside the south wall of the Shane 3 m telesope, and a stationary Cassegrain 
telesope with a 24-inh primary mirror, loated just inside the dome wall. The 
light from the target is refeted of the siderostat, through a small opening in the 
dome wall, and of of another fat mirror down into the primary, then of of the 
seondary and into the slit room, whih is loated immediately below the primary 
mirror. The lightpath is depited in Figure 2.1. 
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Spetra were olleted with the Hamilton high resolution ehelle spetro-
graph (Vogt, 1987) with a narrow slit, resulting in a resolution of approXimately 
R  60  , 000. The spetra over the wavelength range 3755-9590 
A
 (4725-9590 
A
 
before August 2001). For our observations, we used the 640 miron slit width, 
whih  o vers 2 arseonds in height. The CCD is a Ford 2048 X 2048 thinned 
bak-illuminated CCD with 15 miron piXels. 
The light from a target objet, after passing through the slit, goes through 
a flter wheel, past the (open) shutter, and into the amera room whih ontains 
the spetrograph. It then bounes of the ollimating mirror to the ehelle grating. 
This light then goes through the ross-dispersing prisms, then through a Shmidt 
amera lens, and onto the CCD. 
For fousing the spetrograph, a thorium-argon lamp is used to illuminate 
the CCD. There are about 50 unblended thorium lines in the range of ehelle orders 
from whih w e measure our veloities, and the widths of these lines are measured 
and minimized using a Gaussian ft routine. Thorium lines are hosen for their 
relative narrow widths and separation. 
Several sets of alibration eXposures are taken eah n i g h t. Sets of eight 
fats are taken before and after the evening observing. The fats are taken using 
a quartz lamp through bg12 and bg13 flters with a tall slit for the best CCD 
overage. An ar eXposure is also taken before and after the night observing, using 
the thorium-argon lamp. 
The Hamilton spetrograph is also used by the 3 m telesope at Coude 
fous. The CAT uses the Hamilton only when it is not being used by t h e 3 m 
telesope. Similar observations to ours an be taken with the 3 m, and it is often 
used for that purpose. 
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2.2 Radial Veloity Equipment 
Several speialized piees of equipment are neessary for high preision 
radial veloity w ork. Most of this equipment is movable, and an be removed for 
other observers. Without these tools, the urrent state of RV studies ould not be 
possible. 
To get RV observations aurate to a few m s
-1
, absorption lines from an 
iodine ell are laid down on the stellar spetrum. This is done by plaing a glass 
ylinder ontaining heated iodine diretly above the spetrograph slit in the light 
path. The iodine ell is 5 m in diameter and 10 m long, and is heated to 50
Æ 
C. 
The iodine is a moleular gas at this temperature, and the absorption lines are 
thus imposed upon the stellar spetrum using the light from the star itself. For 
a detailed desription of the iodine ell, see Mary and Butler (1992). Iodine was 
hosen beause it plaes absorption lines in the 5000-6200 
A
 region, and most of the 
stellar RV information for late-type stars lies in the 4000-6000
A
 region. Moleular 
iodine is also non-lethal and hemially stable (Mary and Butler, 1992). 
A irular mask with a round entral obstrution is plaed over the olli-
mating mirror at all times. This is to guarantee that the light whih is reated by 
lamps for alibration images will illuminate the same setion of the ollimator as 
light whih passes through the lightpath of the telesope. The mask obstrution 
is designed to math the loation of the seondary mirror of the telesope. 
A fan-blade mirror eXists in the lightpath just below the slit. This mir-
ror, when ativated, direts about 2% of the light to a photomultiplier whih i s 
onneted to a omputer. The omputer then traks the ounts in real-time. This 
information is neessary to alulate the photon-weighted midpoint of eah alu-
lation. It is important t o k n o w the midpoint of eah o b s e r v ation to better than 
30 s, so that the orretion for the Earth's baryentri motion an be aurate 
to within 1 ms
-1 
. An additional beneft of this ounter is that the ounts are 
displayed in real-time during eah eXposure. This allows the observer to know t h e 
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approXimate signal-to-noise level of the observation as it is being taken, and thus 
adjust the eXposure time aordingly. This is quite helpful in when the weather 
and loud over are variable. 
2.3 Data Modelling 
After eah night's observations, the standard fat-felding redution of the 
observations is done using IDL software. The thorium-argon alibrations an be 
used for wavelength alibration. The data is then analyzed using the modelling 
tehnique of the Berkeley group (Butler et al., 1996). 
To eXtrat radial veloities from observations, it is neessary to model 
the stellar spetrum. The modeling proess is presented in more detail by V alenti 
et al. (1995). Before any siene observations an be redued, one must have 
template spetra of both the iodine and the star. The template stellar spetrum is 
a high signal-to-noise observation of the target star taken without the iodine ell in 
the light path. Immediately before and after this observation, spetra of a bright, 
rapidly-rotating B star are taken with the iodine ell in plae. The spetrum of the 
B star is mostly featureless, so these spetra are essentially the absorption spetrum 
of the iodine ell, with the advantage that the telesope optis are illuminated 
in eXatly the same fashion. The spetrograph point spread funtion (PSF) is 
determined by omparing these B star spetra to the known iodine absorption 
spetrum. This PSF an then be deonvolved out of the stellar template. 
With a stellar template, iodine referene spetrum, and the PSF of the 
spetrometer, one an reate a model of a stellar observation. The model an then 
be ompared to the atual data to determine the ofset. The modelling proess is 
pitured in Figure 2.2. The template stellar spetrum is splined onto the Doppler 
shifted wavelength sale of the data spetrum. It is then multiplied b y the iodine 
spetrum, and fnally onvolved with the PSF. The template stellar spetrum, 
whih w as originally saled at four times the observed sampling, is binned to math 
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Figure 2.2: An eXample of the modelling proess. The top line is the template 
iodine spetrum. Below that is the template stellar spetrum. The data point s o n 
the third line are observational data, and the solid line is the model, whih onsists 
of the template and iodine spetra. The lowest line shows points representing the 
diferenes between the model and the observational data (diferenes are amplifed 
by 10 times). This fgure is from Butler et al. (1996). 
the observed CCD piXelation. Then the parameters measuring wavelength sale, 
PSF, and Doppler shift are determined using a non-linear least-squares method. 
The resulting optimized Doppler shift veloity m ust be orreted for the Earth's 
baryentri veloity, in addition to stellar proper motion and general relativity, t o 
get the fnal relative radial veloity measurement. 
2.. Errors 
There are several soures of error whih reate unertainties in the RV 
measurements desribed above. The most important unertainties ome from eX-
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perimental errors, whih are disussed here. 
2.4.1 Photon Noise 
Unertainty due to photon noise is the most fundamental soure of error 
in these data. To determine the amount of unertainty due to photon statistis, 
one must frst onsider the noise errors ontributed by e a  h p i X e l , O
v
� 
. Consider 
a piXel where the slope of the intensity i s dlIdV , where dV is the wavelength 
inrement, in the equivalent v eloity units. If Æ
i 
is the unertainty i n t h e i n tensity 
at a piXel, then the geometri unertainty in the veloity i s 
Æ
i
O
v
� 
(2.1)
dlIdV 
The unertainty i n e a  h piXel then falls as the veloity inrements beome 
smaller, and as the slope of the intensity rises. Of ourse we w ould like to measure 
the mean veloity o f m a n y piXels. If we wish to add the ontributions of many 
piXels, eah with their own Gaussian distributed errors, we w ould see that the 
unertainty in the mean veloity V
V
is 
�
 
O
v
 
(W
i
O
v
� 
)
2 
(2.2) 
where W
i 
is the weight given to the mean veloity for eah piXel. If w
i 
is 
the atual sensitivity o f t h e v eloity for eah piXel, then the weighting should be 
given by 
w
i
W
i 
-
(2.3)
w
i 
If a piXel w eight of w
i
 1 IO
2
is adopted for all piXels, then we an 
v
� 
ombine the above equations to fnd 
1
O
 
 
(2.4)
v 
-
(
    v 
)
2 
Æ
� 
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where, in the ase that photon unertainties dominate the photometri 
 
error, Æ
i
 1 I N , w here N is the number of photon ounts in a piXel. This is the 
standard frational Poisson noise error (Taylor, 1997). 
Using this method, Butler et al. (1996) determined the error in the mean 
veloity with the Hamilton spetrograph to be O
v
 1 .2 m s 
-1 
. T h i s w as alulated 
for an observation of T Ceti (G8 V) with SIN  200. 
2.4.2 PSF Errors 
Asymmetries in the PSF of the spetrograph will ause systemati errors 
in the veloity measurment s b y  hanging the shape, and thus the measured posi-
tion, of the stellar absorption lines. This holds for measured entroid positions, as 
well as ross-orrelation tehniques. This efet is not onstant f o r a g i v en asym-
metry in a PSF. The efet the PSF hange has on the measured line position is 
a funtion of the original shape of the line, in partiular the width of the line. 
Narrow iodine lines will be shifted by a diferent amount than the wider stellar 
lines. 
To measure this diferene, Butler et al. (1996) introdued a 1% PSF 
asymmetry to both iodine and stellar spetra. These skewed spetra were then 
ftted to the original spetra, using the usual least-squared ft. This ft showed that 
the stellar spetrum had a systemati spurious shift, due to the PSF asymmetry, 
of 4 m s
-1 
larger than the iodine spetrum. 
Creating a spetrograph PSF whih is stable to 1% on time-sales of years 
is rather unrealisti. To this end, a PSF is alulated for eah 40 piXel hunk of 
the spetrum for eah eXposure (Valenti et al., 1995). Using r 100 iodine lines 
to alulate the loal PSFs, the PSF an be determined to within r 0.5%. This 
gives a veloity error in eah spetral hunk of r 2 m s 
-1 
. E a  h individual spetral 
hunk has an error due to photon noise of r 30 ms
-1 
, so the overall veloity error 
from all soures remains at about 1.8 m s
-1 
. 
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2.4.3 CCD Pixel Imperfetions 
CCDs are not uniform at the piXel sale. Inhomogeneities inlude nonuni-
form sizes and spaings of piXels, diferenes in quantum eÆienies of piXels, piXels 
having potential wells that are neither uniform nor square, and piXels whih are not 
level with eah other (Butler et al., 1996). As an eXample, if a piXel had a spaing 
error of 1% on the Hamilton spetrograph, whih has a dispersion of 2.5 km s
-1 
, 
the veloity error would be 1% of the dispersion, whih w ould be 25 m s
-1 
. This 
error would be loal, however, and randomly oriented over the CCD. It is possible 
that this phenomenon would anel over the entirety of the CCD, even while it 
is signifant loally. Other piXel imperfetions might have similar efets on the 
measured Doppler shift. The efets of these unertainties is virtually impossible 
to estimate with any preision. 
2.5 Preision 
Tests of the preision of the iodine ell tehnique have b e e n t a k en (Butler 
et al., 1996). A set of observations of the daytime sky were taken with the CAT. 
Several sets of three eXposures were taken, with half of the sets taken in the nominal 
RV setup. Alternating sets of three eXposures were taken with some intentional 
hange to the spetrograph. All of the spetra were analyzed in the usual way, t o 
get Doppler shifts. The results are shown in Figure 2.3. 
The labels in Figure 2.3 represent the diferent adjustments made to the 
spetrograph, and are plaed near the resulting veloity measurements. BoXed 
po  i  n  ts represent the nominal data. The rotation of the Earth was subtrated, so 
all observations should be at zero verloity. The satter of the optimal data is 
2.7 ms
-1
, near the alulated photon noise limit of about r 1.8 m s 
-1 
. 
The only spetrograph alteration whih aused hanges in the radial ve-
loity systematially greater than 3 m s
-1 
is the inreased slit size (9001, as opposed 
to the regular 6001 width). The wider slit apparently reates veloities systemati-
15 
ally high by about 6 m s
-1 
. While this is signifant, it is not a problem, beause 
the wider slit is not used in the radial veloity programs. 
The other spetrograph hanges inlude a smaller slit (4001), hanging 
the temperature of the iodine ell, moving the iodine ell by 1 m, plaing the 
ollimator mask on the right and left sides of the ollimating mirror, adjusting 
the fous up and down from the best fous value, moving the CCD by 6 i n h e i g h t 
(approXimately equal to one piXel width), and taking eXposures with very high 
and low signal-to-noise. None of these adjustments reated systemati veloity 
errors of more than 3 m s
-1
, meaning that long-term hanges in the spetrograph 
will probably not ause veloity errors signifantly larger than the photon-limited 
errors. 
It should be noted that sine the time of these tests, the iodine ell method 
has been slowly refned and improved in various ways, inluding the addition of 
a new CCD (the K giant survey uses the old CCD). The preision of the Lik 
(and Kek) RV programs is slowly improving over time, and it is believed that an 
ultimate preision of 1 m s
-1 
may one day be obtained. 
2.6 Other Methods 
The method desribed above is used by the California and Carnegie 
Planet Searh T eam, as well as myself. A similar observing tehnique is used by 
the Anglo-Australian Planet Searh, the MDonald Observatory planet searh, and 
the ESO Coude E  helle Spetrometer (CES) Planet Searh Program. A slightly 
diferent tehnique is used by the Swiss EXtrasolar Planet Searh team, with their 
ELODIE, CORALIE, and HARPS programs, as well as the AFOE planet searh 
at Whipple Observatory. These telesopes have fber-fed high resolution ehelle 
spetrographs, whih are used to measure radial veloities with similar preisions 
to the iodine ell method. 
The ELODIE spetrograph has a pair of holes (analogous to the slit at 
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the Hamilton) whih a l l o w l i g h t into the spetrograph. Ordinarily one hole direts 
light from the target into the spetrograph, while the other either ollets ambient 
light from the sky to alibrate the target spetrum, or is overed by a mask and 
ollets no light. The light from the two holes are sent to alternating ehelle orders 
on the same CCD. 
For preise RV w ork, the simultaneous thorium method is employed 
(Baranne et al., 1996). The sky fber is illumated by a thorium lamp (suh a s 
the one normally used for wavelength alibrations). This reates a thorium spe-
trum adjaent to the stellar spetrum. The stellar spetrum is alibrated with the 
eXtrated thorium spetrum, and then ross-orrelated. Although the wavelength 
solutions of eah fber are independent, they orrelate strongly. This tehnique 
gets RV results of a similar preision as the iodine ell method. 
The main diferene between the iodine ell and simultaneous thorium 
methods is that the iodine ell requires the starlight to pass through a medium. 
This is bad in one sense, beause the iodine ell absorbs some of the starlight, 
reduing the signal-to-noise ratio for eah observation. However, the iodine ell 
tehnique has the distint advantage of having only one light-path, while the stellar 
and thorium light travel diferent paths in the simultaneous thorium method. If 
the star is not properly entered on its slit, the light will shift slightly on the 
spetrograph, ausing the spetral lines to shift, whih w i l l m i m i  a Doppler shift. 
In the ase of the iodine ell, the iodine lines are present in the same spetrum, so 
that both lines are shifting together, and no spurious Doppler shift will be deteted. 
In the fber-fed spetrograph, the alibration spetrum is ompletely separate, so if 
the star is not entered on the hole, the shift will our independent of the thorium 
spetrum, and a false veloity shift will be seen. 
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Figure 2.3: Results from a day sky test of the radial veloity observational teh-
nique with an iodine ell, onduted at Lik Observatory. B o Xed points are refer-
ene observations, representing normal observational onditions. Non-boXed points 
are data olleted with the spetrograph or observation hanged to represent non-
ideal onditions. Three observations were taken for eah alteration. These adjust-
ments are labeled on the graph, near the resulting data points. When eah group 
of three observations is ombined, only the large (9001) slit adjustment reated a 
systemati error larger than 3%. This fgure is from Butler et al. (1996). 
Chapter 3 
Stellar Sample 
Over the ourse of this projet, 182 stars were observed with the CAT. 
The seletion proess used to hoose these stars out of the Hipparos atalog, as 
well as general information about the entire sample is presented here. Additionally, 
the origin of this projet, whih is not neessarily related to the results presented 
in this dissertation, is refeted in this seletion proess, and is worthy of disussion 
as well. 
3.1 Projet Origins 
The Spae Interferometry Mission (SIM ), sheduled for launh in 2009, 
is a 10 m baseline spae-based Mihelson interferometer, and one of the major 
projets in NASA's Origins Program. It will have t wo 0.3 m telesopes observing 
in the visible, and is designed to perform 4 1as astrometry in the wide-angle mode, 
and 1 1as astrometry in the narrow-angle mode. For more information, please see 
the SIM website
1 
. 
The high degree of auray to whih SIM aspires requires astrometri 
referene stars whose positions and proper motions are known to the auray of the 
attempted measurements. For narrow-angle observations, observers are required 
to supply their own referene stars, but for the wide-angle observing mode, SIM 
� 
http://planetquest.jpl.nasa.gov/SIM/sim index.html 
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will supply a grid of referene stars, overing the entire sky, whose positions an 
be modelled to about 4 1as. 
The seletion of these grid stars is non-trivial (Frink et al., 2001). Dur-
ing the lifetime of SIM, the grid stars will be observed repeatedly, t a k i n g u p a 
substantial fration of the time whih ould otherwise be dediated to siene ob-
servations. This makes having as few grid stars as is feasible an important goal. 
However, stars with ompanions whih ause signifant orbital motions are un-
usable, beause the orbits of these "binary" systems are not able to be modeled 
to the neessary preision. Most binary systems in the grid will be detetable by 
SIM, and will be thrown out of the grid. Sine many stars are thought t o h a ve 
either binary or planetary ompanions, it is desirable that as many of these stars 
be removed from the grid as possible, before SIM launhes. 
The inability o f SIM to use stars with ompanions brings forth two re-
quirements for the grid stars. The frst is the ability to detet brown dwarf mass 
ompanions orbiting the stars. The most eÆient w ay to detet binary and plan-
etary ompanions to stars is with radial veloity measurements. Any grid star 
andidates must have measureable radial veloities. In addition, if the stars are 
too lose, the orbital motions imparted by smaller  upiter- or Saturn-mass planets 
would be too large for SIM, y et the radial veloity  hanges may be too small to 
onsistently detet. This makes more distant stars muh more suitable. 
This ombination of requirements points toward K giants as the best 
andidates for the SIM grid. G d w arfs, suh as the ones studied by the large 
planet surveys, would be too lose, and so even planets too small to detet with 
radial veloities would eliminate them from the SIM grid. If the G dwarfs were 
further away, so that this was not a problem, they would be too dim for the grid. 
Hot dwarf stars suh as O and B stars are bright enough for the grid, but spin too 
rapidly to have preise RV measurements. O and B stars are also onentrated 
in the spiral arms of the Milky Way, a n d t h e SIM grid stars must be uniformly 
distributed aross the sky. M g i a n ts and supergiants are also bright enough, but  
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are too variable to be suitable for the grid. 
With this argument , K g i a n ts are seemingly the best andidates for the 
SIM grid. But sine nobody had ever attempted to reord preise RV measure-
ments of K giants with urrent tehnology, i t  h a d y et to be proven that massive 
ompanions ould be deteted. It was deided that a proXy sample of bright K 
giant s w ould be observed, to see if ompanions ould be deteted. This is the 
original motivation for the survey whose data is presented in this paper. 
3.2 Sample Seletion 
Stars for the K giant sample were hosen by using the Hipparos Cat-
alogue (ESA, 1997). Hipparos is the best astrometri atalog available today, 
w i th a w ealth of other information suh a s m ulti-band photometry and variabil-
ity indies, whih an be used to determine the best grid andidates. A detailed 
desription of the seletion proess is presented in Frink et al. (2001). 
Hipparos ontains astrometri measurements for over 118,000 stars at 
an auray of r 1 mas for parallaXes and sky positions, and proper motion mea-
surement s o f r 1 mas yr
-1 
. It also ontains information on photometry, spetral 
type, variability, and dupliity. This information an be queried to preselet the 
best andidates for referene stars for the SIM grid. 
The Hipparos Catalog was initially queried for only K stars, using their 
own spetral designations. ParallaX measurement s w ere used to distinguish K 
giant s f r o m K d w arfs. Proper motions from Hipparos were ompared with proper 
motions from older atalogs suh a s t h e T yho Referene Catalogue (H¢g et al., 
1998) and the ACT Referene Catalog (Urban et al., 1997) in order to detet long-
term multiple systems whih m a y h a ve periods whih are too long to be revealed 
by Hipparos astrometry. 
These stars were then queried, through Hipparos, for photometri vari-
ability, m ultipliity, and quality of data. Table 3.1 lists the eXat riteria applied 
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to the stars from the Hipparos Catalog. The parameters and desriptions indi-
ate what riterion was being applied to the Hipparos data, and the value is the 
speif utof, if one is appliable. The F value refers to the parameter defned by 
Wielen et al. (1999) to haraterize the multipliity of a star with a single value. 
The F parameter is the ratio of the proper motion diferene to the eXpeted error 
for a star. A star is onsidered a single star at the 2 O level if F  2.49. The 
rest of the parameters are defned in detail in the Hipparos and Tyho Referene 
Catalogs. Table 3.1 inludes information taken from Frink et al. (2001). 
After this seletion proess was ompleted, there were 11,813 K star grid 
andidates remaining from Hipparos. Certainly there are more possible andidates 
for the proXy sample whih w ere rejeted by the rather strit riteria, but the 
eXerise was designed to selet only the most qualifed andidates. Further steps 
were neessary to selet the stars whih w ould be observed at Lik O b s e r v atory, t o 
test the possibility of deteting binary or planetary ompanions from the ground 
before the launh o f SIM. 
This proXy sample of stars would need to be observable with the 0.6 m 
CAT a t L i  k. All RV observations using the tehnique of Butler et al. (1996) 
neessarily take i n to aount the baryentri orretion disussed in the previous 
setion. As the eXposure time of of a spetra inreases, the unertainty o f t h e 
baryentri orretion inreases. To k eep this unertainty t o r 1 m s 
-1
, the maX-
imum eXposure time is limited to 30 minutes. For the purposes of this projet, it 
was desirable to have data with signal-to-noise ratios of r 150. At the CAT, an 
observation whih a  hieves S/N r 150 in 30 minutes or less requires a star with 
magnitude V  6. Thus, all stars in our sample are brighter than 6th magnitude. 
The proXy sample would also have to onsist of stars visible from Lik 
Observatory (68
Æ 
> de. > -30
Æ
). There were 139 stars whih onformed to all of 
the riteria disussed thus far. Of these, 86 were hosen for the original K giant 
sample, inluding every andidate brighter than 5.5 mag. Observations of these 
stars began in  une 1999. 
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Table 3.1. Seletion Criteria for Hipparos Stars 
Parameter Desription Value 
H29 Perentage of rejeted data 0% 
H30 Goodness-of-ft 3 
q pm Proper motion quality < 2 
H6 Coarse photometri variability f a g 
H46 Satter of Hipparos photometry 0.1 mag 
H52 Type of photometri variability 
T47 Previously known or suspeted variable 
T48 Variability o f T yho photometry 
H2 ProXimity f a g 
H55 CCDM identifer 
H59 Multiple systems anneX fag 
H61 Suspeted nonsingle 
ACTfg Proper motion diferene TRC-ACT 
61
TRC,HIP 
Total proper motion diferene TRC-HIP 10 mas yr
-1 
F
TRC,HIP 
Signifane of 61
TRC,HIP 
2.49 
61
ACT,HIP 
Total proper motion diferene ACT-HIP 10 mas yr
-1 
F
ACT,HIP 
Signifane of 61
ACT,HIP 
2.49 
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In  une 2000, observations began on an additional set of 96 stars. These 
stars were also in the original group of stars identifed as K giant s b y Hipparos 
but did not have the same stringent riteria applied to them as the previous set 
of stars as desribed in Table 3.1. All of the stars in the seond sample violated 
at least one of those previous onstraints, most ommonly the 0.1 mag limit on 
photometri variability. Limits on proper motion and quality of astrometri data 
were also violated by some stars. The stars in the seond bath w ere seleted 
in part beause of their brightness; every star in this sample has a magnitude of 
4.5 > V > -0.05 mags. 
The two samples ombine for 182 K giant stars. However, after observa-
tions began, fve of the stars had observations whih ould not be redued. The RV 
software reated by sientists at Berkeley has a limit to the size of the RV v ariations 
it an measure for a single stellar template eXposure. If the radial veloity o f a s t a r 
hanges by more than r 4 km s 
-1 
from the original template observation, the soft-
ware will not be able to analyze the data, and no RV measurement will be reated. 
This was the ase for fve of the stars in our sample. Presumably this is beause 
they are spetrosopi binary systems with eXtremely high rates of hange in their 
radial veloities. Binaries with large aelerations an easily ahieve v eolity difer-
enes on the order of 4 km s
-1 
within a mont h o r t wo, whih w as the approXimate 
time between observations of these stars at that time. For further information on 
the dupliity of these stars, please refer to the following: for HIP 32578, see GriÆn 
(1984); for HIP 61420, see GriÆn & Eitter (1992); for HIP 95947, see Bonneau 
& F oy (1980); for HIP 102532, see Struve (1837). HIP 93026 has no dupliity 
information available in the literature. 
Beause we w ere not able to attain useful data for these fve stars, they 
are not onsidered members of the sample. Thus, from this point, the sample will 
onsist of 177 stars. 
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3.3 Sample Information
 
A n umber of stellar parameters for all of the stars in this sample are 
presented in AppendiX A. This setion will eXamine the values and derivations of 
the quantities given. 
3.3.1 Stellar Names 
The frst four olumns of AppendiX A list the stellar IDs from the Hip­
paros Catalog, the Henry Draper Catalog, the Harvard Revised Catalog, and the 
star's Bayer or Flamsteed identifer (if appliable). Stars are ordered by their Hip-
paros number, beause this was the identifation used throughout this projet. 
3.3.2 Spetral Type 
The spetral types given here were derived by K a r i m W ahba, a summer 
student through the REU program. A spetrum of every star was ompared to 
the spetra types of Keenan & Newsom (1999) in order to lassify the stars. For 
stars whih w ere already referene stars in Keenan & Newsom (1999), the given 
spetral types were used. The spetral types orrelate fairly well with those in 
the literature. Luminosity lass for referene stars were taken diretly from the 
atalog, but for other stars, several soures of luminosity lass were used, inluding 
Houk & Swift (1999), Busombe (1999), and Kharhenko (2001). 
3.3.3 Photometry 
V magnitudes ome diretly from the Hipparos Catalog. Hipparos de-
rived their V magnitudes from the best soure of V band photometry available, 
whih w as generally either Hipparos photometry or, in the ases where it was 
more aurate, previous ground observations. All observations were transformed 
to ohnson V magnitude using luminosity lass information. Although the V mag-
nitudes likely have systemati errors from the transformation equations of approX-
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imately 0.01 mags, the internal errors are an order of magnitude smaller, making 
the measurement s v ery homogeneous. 
K magnitudes are taken from the 2 Miron All Sky Survey (2MASS -
Cutri et al., 2003) and the photometri atalog of Duati (2002). 2MASS took 
eXposures of 1.3 s and 51 ms. The 51 ms eXposures saturated in the K band at 
magnitude r4 to 5. The faintest star in our sample has K magnitude of 3.7, so every 
sample member saturated the shortest 2MASS eXposure time. This means that the 
photometry on these objets was done with a 1-dimensional radial profle ft to the 
unsaturated wings of the PSF. Unsaturated objets had their brightness measured 
using profle fts or aperture photometry, whih ould measure magnitudes to an 
auray of 0.01-0.02 mags in the K band, if the soure was not too bright or faint. 
The 1-D radial profle ftting ould only measure the saturated stars to an auray 
of 25-30% typially. The measurements of Duati (2002) all have dispersions less 
than 0.001 mag, making them muh more preise than the 2MASS observations. 
Thus, when available, the values of Duati were used. 
Hipparos also supplied the B - V measurements. Like the V mag mea-
surements, Hipparos reated B - V measurement s b y transforming B - V mea-
surement s t a k en on the ground or by T yho. Both spetral type and luminosity 
lass were used for these transformations. Spetral types were most often taken 
from the Mihigan Spetral Survey, V olumes 1-4 (Houk & Smith-Moore, 1988), 
although about half of the stars in this sample had Hipparos spetral types whih 
ited "misellaneous" as the soure. The Hipparos spetral types are not meant t o 
be used as a reliable soure, but merely as a tool for a person using the Hipparos 
database, and as input information for the photometri transformations. 
3.3.4 Parallax 
The parallaX measurements listed for the sample are taken from Hippar­
os. Hipparos is urrently the best soure for aurate astrometri quantities, and 
is omplete well past 6th magnitude. Beause all of the stars in this sample are 
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nearby, e v ery star has a Hipparos parallaX measurement. 
These parallaXes were used in onjuntion with the Hipparos V m agni-
tudes to alulate the absolute V magnitudes (M
v 
). 
3.3.5 Temperature 
All of the efetive temperatures given in this paper are taken from 
MWilliam (1990). To derive these temperatures, MWilliam frst derived a olor-
temperature relation. For this, temperatures for a number of stars were gathered 
from a large number of soures using two diferent empirial methods to mea-
sure the stellar temperatures, inluding using stellar diameters to alibrate T
ef 
(eg., Ridgway et al. (1980); Di Benedetto & Rabbia (1987)), and the infrared fuX 
method (eg., Blakwell & Shallis (1977)). 
These temperature measurement s w ere used in onjuntion with ohnson 
photometry from the Morel Catalog (Morel & Magnenat, 1978) and the Bright 
Star Catalog (BSC; Hofeit &  ashek, 1982) to reate a series of 10 olor-T
ef 
relations, orresponding to 10 ombinations of diferential olor photometry using 
bandpasses in B, V, R, I,  , H, and K. MWilliam plotted eah of the olors against 
temperatures taken from the literature for eah star, and the data was ftted to a 
ubi polynomial. This results in 10 separate olor-T
ef 
relations. To alulate the 
fnal temperature relation, eah olor-T
ef 
relation was weighted by a fator whih 
varied with the deviation of the best ft polynomial to the data. These weight 
values are representative o f 3 O dispersions in T
ef
, and are aurate to 10-20%. 
For the program stars, MWilliam eXtrated olors from the Morel atalog 
and the BSC, and inserted into the olor-T
ef 
relations. A weighted mean was then 
alulated, and this T
ef 
was adopted. In some ases reddening had to be aounted 
for, but the stars in our sample are all nearby, and have no signifant reddening 
efets. 
While these T
ef 
values are likely self-onsistent, they are not neessarily 
onsistent with other soures. To this end, MWilliam ompared temperatures of 
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all of the stars to those derived from the spetral type-temperature relations of 
Landolt-Bornstein (1982) to hek for onsisteny. Only a small number of stars 
had temperatures whih difered by o ver 400 K between the two soures. Of the 
stars in this sample, only HIP 15861 and HIP 89962 have d i v ergent temperatures. 
3.3.6 Gravity 
Like the temperatures, all of the gravities presented in AppendiX A were 
taken from MWilliam (1990). The gravity w as determined from the following 
relation between gravity, mass, luminosity, and temperature: 
log g
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(3.1) 
MWilliam alulated stellar luminosities using bolometri orretions, 
whih w ere derived using absolute magnitudes and spetral types given by Landolt-
Bornstein (1982). Absolute magnitudes were derived from either parallaXes given 
in the Bright Star Catalog, or alium K-line magnitudes given by Wilson (1976), 
whih depend on the mean distane to the four Hyades giants. If no parallaX or 
K-line information was available, the M
v 
relation with spetral type of Landolt-
Bornstein (1982) was used. MWilliam heked these three methods of obtaining 
absolute magnitudes for onsisteny for eah star, and either one or a ombination 
of methods was used. An estimate of the 3 O unertainty o n M
v 
of 1.5 mag is 
eXpressed, and is probably onservative. 
MWilliam determined stellar masses by using the evolutionary traks of 
Alok & P azyenski (1978) and Sweigart & Gross (1978). Errors in mass de-
terminations, estimated by omparing evolutionary trak masses to known bi-
nary masses, should be no more than 30% (MWilliam, 1990). The efet of 
even a fator of two error in the mass would give an unertainty in log g of only 
6 log g � 0.3 deX. 
Combining the errors from the various parameters used in alulating 
log g gives an upper limit to the unertainty as 0.36 (MWilliam, 1990). This is 
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lose to the standard value of 0.3 for errors to log g, and is probably reasonable. 
3.3.7 Metalliity 
Logarithmi values for iron abundanes relative to the Sun ([Fe/H]) are in 
AppendiX A, for stars for whih s u  h measurement s w ere available in the literature. 
Preferene was given to soures whih p r o vided information for multiple stars in 
our sample. 
MWilliam (1990) is the most ommonly used soure for [Fe/H] mea-
surements in this dissertation. Spetra for this projet were taken at the 2.1 m 
MDonald Telesope with resolving power of about 40,000. After standard re-
dution of the data, equivalent widths were measured for approXimately 40,000 
spetral lines by a program alled GETPHD, written by A. MWilliam. The pro-
gram ft every line automatially, although every spetrum was inspeted by e y e, 
to ensure quality. 
A set of omputer programs also performed the abundane analysis. First, 
the program read in the equivalent width data, as desribed above. In addition, the 
temperature and gravity information desribed in the previous two subsetions was 
inputted. The temperature and gravity information was used to reate a BEGN 
(Bell et al., 1976) model atmosphere. Then, using initial miroturbulene and 
solar metalliity v alues, MWilliam derived abundanes for the iron lines. The 
equivalent width - iron abundane relation was alulated, and if the slope was 
not zero, then the miroturbulene value was hanged aordingly until the slope 
beame zero. At this point, the iron lines were averaged to reate a metalliity f o r 
the star. If the derived metalliity difered from the inputted metalliity b y more 
than 0.04 deX, then the new metalliity w as inputted, and the proess iterated. 
This proess ontinued until a fnal, self-onsistent metalliity v alue for eah s t a r 
was attained. 
Similar methods of abundane analysis using equivalent widths and model 
atmospheres were used by L u  k (1982), Smith & Lambert (1987), Brown et al. 
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(1989), and Randih et al. (1999). Two of the oldest soures for metalliity, Helfer 
& W allerstein (1968) and Makos (1971), also used spetrosopy, but applied urve 
of growth alulations to the equivalent line widths to generate metalliities. 
Narrow band photometry was used to derive metalliites by Hansen & 
Kjcrgaard (1971), Williams (1972), Eggen (1989a), Eggen (1989b), and Eggen 
(1994). Photometry in multiple bands is used by these authors to statistially 
assign metalliities to the stars listed. 
Finally, t wo of the soures for metal abundanes have not made any mea-
surements, but instead use other soures for their metalliities. Mallik (1998) 
uses Cayrel de Strobel et al. (1997) for abundane measurements, without any 
adjustments. Taylor (1991), on the other hand, ompiles a seletion of [Fe/H] 
measurements from various soures, and alulates a weighted average, whih de-
pends on the merits and statistis of eah soure when ompared to eah other. 
Aidental errors are also alulated by omparing the independent data sets and 
measuring the apparent eXternal errors. Soures for metalliity measurements for 
this atalog inlude Brown et al. (1989) and Hansen & Kjcrgaard (1971). 
3.3.8 Stellar Radius 
The stellar radii presented in AppendiX A are alulated using angular 
disk sizes from the Catalog of High Angular Resolution Measurements (CHARM -
Rihihi & Perheron, 2002). CHARM is a atalog of previously measured stellar 
disk sizes. All of the stellar diameter values ompiled in CHARM were measured 
using either lunar oultation or long-baseline interferometry. 
The stellar radii shown use the CHARM measurements in onjuntion 
with the stellar distanes alulated from Hipparos parallaXes. Errors shown are 
the ombined errors. Errors from parallaX unertainties are larger by a small 
amount. The median unertainty for the angular disk size is about 5%, while the 
median unertainty of the distanes is about 7%. 
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3.3.9 Stellar Mass 
Stellar masses in AppendiX A are either taken from Allende Prieto & 
Lambert (1999) or derived using the theoretial isohrones of Bertelli et al. (1994). 
Only stars whih had no mass values in Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999) were 
eXamined using Bertelli et al. (1994). Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999) also uses 
the isohrones of Bertelli et al. (1994) for their analysis. 
Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999) take stars from the Hipparos Cata-
logue, inluding their absolute magnitudes (alulated in the same fashion as this 
paper) and B - V olor, and applied those riteria to the isohrone models for 
eah star. The resulting set of stellar masses (as well as radii, gravities, and ef-
fetive temperatures) is averaged to reate a mean value, and an error is assigned 
aording the the standard deviation of the set of solutions. 
The errors for stellar masses given by Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999) for 
stars in this sample have a m e a n v alue of r 30%. This value is muh l o wer for dwarf 
stars, due to the preponderane of dwarfs in the set of stars with high quality d a t a , 
and the distintiveness of their evolutionary traks. The unertainty has three 
soures. The most signifant soure of error is the high density o f e v olutionary 
paths in any partiular part of the HR diagram, partiularly in the areas populated 
by stars in their giant phase. Lesser ontributions to the mass unertainty ome 
from unertainties in the M
v 
and B - V values, and the translation from the 
observational olor-magnitude diagram to the theoretial log g-T
ef 
plane. 
Analysis of those stars not inluded in the Allende Prieto & Lambe  r t 
(1999) sample was similar. However, T
ef 
information was also used when it was 
available. Unertainties for these masses are similar to those desribed above, near 
30%. The important thing to note is that these masses are not aurate, and 
should not be used for any preise alulations, and any alulations done using 
these masses should be treated as suh. For the purposes of this dissertation, a 
rough estimate of the masses of the stars is suÆient . T h i s i s  o n venient, beause 
more preise mass estimates are not available. 
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3.3.10 Rotational Veloity 
Rotational veloities of stars an be inferred from the absorption lines in 
the stellar spetrum, beause the diferential Doppler shift between various parts 
of the rotating stellar disk broadens the spetral lines (Abney, 1877). There is no 
single soure of stellar rotational veloities whih  o vers a majority of the stars 
presented here, so they had to be drawn from the works of numerous authors, 
whih are listed in A. 
The soure of the most v sin i measurement s i s t h e w ork of de Medeiros & 
Mayor (1999). All of their observations were taken with the CORAVEL spetrom-
eters. A mask was plaed in the foal plane of the instrument, and this mask was 
ross-orrelated with the stellar spetrum. The rotational veloity of the star an 
then be dedued diretly from the width of the "orrelation dip" of the spetrum. 
For this purpose, the spetrum of the sun is used as a alibrator, to aount for 
the turbulent broadening of the absorption lines (Benz & Mayor, 1981). 
Of ourse, not all stars have the same atmospheri properties as the sun, 
so the efet of the solar turbulent v eloity feld was alulated (Benz & Mayor, 
1984), with respet to other spetral types, so that orretions ould be made to 
the inferred rotational veloities. Comparisons with other methods indiates that 
an error of about 1 km s
-1 
eXists for rotational veloities measured with ross-
orrelation funtions, for stars with high signal-to-noise. One star was measured 
by de Medeiros et al. (2002) with the same instruments, analysis, and auray, 
while one star in Pasquini et al. (2000) was redited to de Medeiros & Mayor 
(1999). 
For several soures of rotational veloity, the Fourier method of Gray 
(1982) is used. In the Fourier method, a high-resolution stellar spetrum is taken, 
and the Fourier transform of the observed line profle is divided by t h e F ourier 
transform of a thermal line profle omputed from a model steller photosphere. 
This residual transform, averaged over all the lines measured in the star, repre-
sents the observed stationary profle of a line at any point on the stellar surfae. 
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The instrumental profle is then removed, leaving the residual line broadened only 
by stellar rotation and radial-tangential maroturbulene. By numerially inte-
grating over the stellar disk, these two  o n tributions to the line broadening an 
be separated and measured. Thus, with the Fourier method of measuring rota-
tional veloities, turbulent broadening an be deliberately removed from the line 
itself. The Fourier method is used by Gray (1982), Stetson (1983), Gray & Nagar 
(1985), Gray & T oner (1987), Gray (1989), Gray & P allaviini (1989), and Solano 
& F ernley (1997). 
The results of Gray (1989) are used by F ekel (1997), Fekel & Watson 
(1998), and Henry et al. (2000b). These authors frst take spetra of their target 
stars, and remove the instrumental profle from the absorption lines hosen for 
analysis, leaving the lines broadened only by p h ysis intrinsi to the star. Then 
the stars whih these papers had in ommon with Gray (1989), were eXamined 
by omparing the FWHM values to Gray's broadened lines. Beause Gray had 
separated the rotational and maroturbulene ontributions to the line broadening, 
these authors ould reate a alibration urve for their stars using this relation. The 
diferene of the squares of the FWHM of their data and Gray's broadening was 
assumed to be due to maroturbulene, and ould be removed. This relation was 
then applied to all stars in these surveys. Unertainty estimates for this method 
tend to be near 1 km s
-1 
for K giant stars. 
Strassmeier et al. (1994) derived rotational veloities for a numbe  r  o  f  th  e  i  r  
giant stars by ross-orrelating the stellar H and K spetrum to that of f Gem 
(HIP 37826). This method was used for one of our sample stars. 
As a last resort, for those stars whih had no rotational veloity measure-
ment in any o f t h e a b o ve soures, nor from any other soure we ould fnd, the 
v sin i limits of Uesugi & Fukuda (1982) were used. These rotational veloities were 
omputed using spetral line broadening before the high resolution spetrographs 
of today w ere available, and so the preisions of their measurements are poor by 
tod  a  y standards. Beause K giants are slow rotators, the stars in this sample ro-
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tate at a slower speed than the Uesugi & Fukuda (1982) atalog an resolve, so all 
suh measurements are stated as upper limits, most of whih are too large to be 
of muh use. Nonetheless, they are presented here for ompleteness. 
Chapter 4 
Data 
Over the ourse of 4 years, the majority o f t h e w ork in this projet 
has been devoted to olleting data. I h a ve s p e n t an eXtraordinary amount of 
time at Lik Observatory on the CAT, observing this sample of stars. The data 
whih is desribed in this dissertation inludes 82 separate trips to Lik, eah 
enompassing from 2-6 nights of observing. There were also numerous oasions 
where an observer went t o L i  k, but no data was taken due to weather onditions. 
These runs are not inluded in the running total. In addition, observations have 
been taken on our behalf by v arious members of the planet-hunting team at UC 
Berkeley. As of  anuary 1, 2004, from those 82 observing runs and the additional 
observations from Berkeley, 258 night s h a ve b e e n s p e n t olleting data for this 
projet, enompassing over 5500 individual observations of our 177 stars. Although 
the data reported here ends at  anuary 1, 2004, data is still being taken at the CAT, 
and will ontinue until I graduate. It is likely that some of the more interesting 
stars will ontinue to be observed by ollaborators. This data set omprises the 
largest and most preise suh s e t e v er olleted for K giants. 
This hapter will investigate the data whih w as olleted for eah star, 
and investigate the general properties of the RV data for the entire sample. 
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of the rms satter of the radial veloities for sample stars. 
There are 18 stars with RV satter values too large to appear on this plot. These 
values are for all data through  an 1, 2004. 
..1 Experimental Errors 
The measurement errors for the data presented here have been disussed 
previously (see Chapter 3). Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of the rms satter 
of the stars in the sample. This plot only shows stars with O 250 ms
-1
; there 
are 18 stars with rms satter larger than 250 m s
-1 
not shown in the histogram. 
This satter is afeted by the measurement unertainty, a n d t h us is not a true 
indiation of the variability of the star itself. The eXperimental error must be 
removed from this to show the stellar variation. 
To alulate the efet the star has on the radial veloity measurement, 
independent of measurement errors, the measurement unertainty m ust be sub-
trated from the total satter of the data, in quadrature. The stellar variability, 
6V , is th en 
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of the mean eXperimental errors for the stars in the sample. 
The largest measurement unertainties are an indiation of relatively low signal-
to-noise, whih usually ours in the least bright stars or in suboptimal observing 
onditions. All but fve s t a r s h a ve mean measurement errors between 4-10 m s
-1 
. 
6V O
2
- O
2
(4.1)
 m  ata 
where O
 m 
is the rms satter of the data and O
 ata 
is the mean eXper-
imental error for the star. Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of the mean mea-
surement unertainties for the stars in the sample. The distribution learly peaks 
at 5-6 m s
-1 
, and only fve s t a r s h a ve mean measurement unertainties outside 
4-10 ms
-1 
. T h e v ariation in the data due solely to stellar efets is presented in 
Figure 4.3. The adjusted stellar variations are not signifantly diferent from the 
raw rms satter values shown in Figure 4.1. This is due to the small amount of 
observational unertainty for this data set. For this reason, the rms satter of the 
data will be used as the standard tool for evaluating the variability o f e a  h star in 
a general sense. 
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of the data variation whih is aused by stellar variations. 
This is alulated by subtrating the mean measurement error from the rms satter 
of the data for eah star. The results shown here are not signifantly diferent than 
the original rms satter values plotted in Figure 4.1. 18 stars have v alues too large 
to be visible on this histogram. 
..2 Data Sample 
The data from this eXperiment, while not available in this dissertation, 
an be attained by  o n tating the author. Plots of eah R V  u r v e are shown in 
AppendiX B. Eah plot inludes the rms satter of the data points. Please note 
that the sale of the y-aXis hanges for eah p l o t . 
The RV data of these stars an be broken down int o s e v eral ategories, 
whih are defned by the harateristis of the RV  u r v es. The ategories make u s e 
of some speif riteria, but in general are arbitrarily defned, and the ategoriza-
tion of the stars is partially subjetive. These ategories are summarized in Table 
4.1, along with the population of eah ategory. 
An important diagnosti tool in evaluating the RV b e h a vior of the stars is 
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Table 4.1. Categories of RV Data 
Variability Desription Stars 
O 35 m s
-1 
65 
O > 35 m s
-1
, random 36 
Quik ( v ariations with time-sale of days) 16 
Periodi 26 
O > 35 m s
-1
, neither random nor periodi 14 
Binary stars 20 
the rms satter of the data. This information is inluded on the plots in AppendiX 
B. Figure 4.1 depits a histogram of the rms satter for the stars in this sample. 
The histogram demonstrates that above a b o u t  3 5 m s 
-1 
, t h e n umber of stars drops 
signifantly, and after about 100 m s
-1
, the number of stars beomes very small. 
74 stars have rms satter O 35 ms
-1
, while only 44 stars have O > 100 ms
-1 
. 
The frst ategory of stars onsists of stars whih h a ve R V satter less 
than 35 ms
-1 
. These stars are referred to as having small RV v ariations. There 
are 65 stars whih oupy the small variations ategory. The nine stars whih 
have R V satter less than 35 m s
-1 
but do not oupy this ategory have been 
plaed into other ategories beause their RV data ontains a possible periodiity 
or trend of some kind. The remaining 65 stars have n o s u  h R V ativity, and the 
small variations in their data appear to be random. Those 65 stars represent 37% 
of the stars in the sample, easily the most populated ategory. 
Figure 4.4 is an eXample of a star in this frst ategory. HIP 96459 has 
RV satter less than 35 m s
-1
, and no apparent trend in the data (periodogram 
analysis onfrms the lak of a periodiity in the data). This star is one of the least 
variable stars in the sample, though several stars have smaller variations. 
The seond ategory of stars is those with RV v ariations larger than 
35 ms
-1
, but no disernible trend or periodiity in the data. There are 36 of these 
stars in the sample. Figure 4.5 is an eXample of suh a star, HIP 47189. These 
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Figure 4.4: Radial veloity data for HIP 96459. The rms satter for this data is 
8.9 ms
-1 
. This star is one of the least variable in the sample, though there are 
several with smaller variations. 
stars omprise 20% of the sample. 
A third ategory of stars is those with rapidly varying radial veloities. 
These stars an often have their radial veloities hange by 100 m s
-1 
in a day 
or two. An eXample of this type of star is shown in Figure 4.6. Although there 
seems to be no partiular trend to the RV data for HIP 9347, the radial veloity 
measurements routinely hange by large amount s o ver time sales of a few days. 
Several stars of this type also have lear trends over longer time sales. An eXample 
of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 4.7. There are only 16 stars in this ategory, 
making it one of the smaller ategories with 9% of the entire sample. 
The fourth ategory is slightly less trivial than the rest. It ontains all 
of the stars with periodiities in their RV data. More speifally, only stars with 
a single periodiity in the data is inluded in this ategory. This ategory is more 
ompliated beause labelling a star as periodi requires both objetive analysis 
and subjetive judgement. All of these stars (and most others) have been subjeted 
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Figure 4.5: Radial veloity data for HIP 47189. The rms satter for this data is 
99.9 ms
-1 
. This star has no periodiity and no visible trends. 
to a Lomb-Sargle periodogram analysis. With few eXeptions, all of these stars 
have strong power at a single frequeny in their periodogram, with the standard 
utof being a 99(inluding the few with weak periodogram power) has had their 
RV urves ft with a Keplerian using a x
2 
ft analysis. Figure 4.8 is a rather 
onvining eXample of a star with a single periodiity i n t h e R V data. In this ase, 
the star is L Dra, the frst giant star known to harbor a planet (Frink et al., 2002). 
The 26 periodi stars omprise 15% of the sample. 
The ffth ategory onsists of stars whih d o n o t  h a ve a single, lear 
periodiity in the data, but the data are not random either. This makes this 
ategory somewhat of a ath-all, taking stars with variations too large for the 
frst ategory, not variable enough on shorter time sales for the third ategory, 
and not periodi enough for the fourth ategory. Stars of this variety tend to 
have either lear non-periodi trends in the data, or what appears to be multiple 
periods whih annot be disentangled. Two rather good eXamples of these non-
periodi, non-random stars an be seen in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. In eah ase, a 
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Figure 4.6: Radial veloity data for HIP 9347. The rms satter for this data is 
82.8 ms
-1 
. The radial veloity of this star hanges drastially over time sales of 
days. 
Keplerian annot be properly ft to the data, yet the data is learly not random. 
This ategory is the smallest with 14 stars, 8% of the total. 
The fnal ategory of stars is the binary stars. Although an attempt was 
made to keep binaries out of the sample, there are 20 suh stars urrently identifed 
as suh, 11% of the total sample. Five of the sample stars were identifed as 
binaries almost immediately after observing began, due to the eXtremely large RV 
variations in the data. The rest of the stars in this lassifation have long-term 
trends, some of whih h a ve turned over, but most of whih are still merely straight 
trends. Figure 4.11 is a typial eXample of one of these stars. 
This stellar lassifation, like the rest, has not been stati over the ourse 
of this projet. At one time, the non-periodi, non-random stars were the largest 
ategory of all, and fewer stars oupied the periodi and short-term variations 
ategories. However, as time passed and further observations were aumulated 
for eah star, trends in the stars in this ffth ategory often beame either lear 
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Figure 4.7: Radial veloity data for HIP 85355. The rms satter for this data is 
132.9 m s
-1 
. This star has radial veloities whih v ary by large amount s o ver small 
time sales (days). In addition, there are lear trends in the data on longer time 
sales 
periodiities, binary urves, or oasionally with more data, the star appeared to 
be random. And the reverse is also true - several random stars eventually showed 
signs of trends in the data, after observing it for a longer period of time. Indeed, 
several of the stars labelled here as "random" have a lear outlier as their most 
reent single data point. It is unknown whether future observations will show t h e 
datum to be merely a random outlier, or the beginning of a previously unseen trend 
in the stellar ativity. T o be sure, these ategories have futuated in numbe  r a s 
data has been gathered on the diferent stars, and there is no reason this behavior 
will ease to ontinue. 
It should also be noted here that these ategories are not neessarily 
eXlusive t o e a  h other. Although a star may be lassifed in one ategory, they 
may qualify for another as well. In partiular, several periodi stars have R V 
data with rms satter less than 35 m s
-1
, and some of the stars whose RV data 
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Figure 4.8: Radial veloity data for HIP 75458 (L Dra). L Dra is an eXellent 
eXample of a star with a single periodiity in the RV data. The period is about 
510 days. This star harbors the frst planet known to orbit a giant star (Frink et 
al., 2002). 
futuates on short time sales also have long-term periods or trends. In these 
ases, as well as the ffth ategory, the hoie of the lassifation of the stars was 
ompletely subjetive. I merely deided whih ategory seemed to be a better 
or more pertinent desriptor of the data. If one wanted to lassify the stars in 
this sample themselves, they may tally diferent totals in eah ategory than what 
is stated here, and in fat may deide that these ategories are not suitable to 
desribe what are the most important qualities of the data. That is fne, these 
ategories are not meant to be the defnitive desription for eah star. However, I 
submit that these general groupings of the data are adequate for the eXamination 
presented here, and that any other sorting of the stars would be equally arbitrary, 
though possibly more useful for another purpose. 
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Figure 4.9: Radial veloity data for HIP 23015. This star has obvious trends, and 
appears to possibly have a periodi-like trend, but it is learly not a onsistent 
periodiity at this point. 
..3 Temperature and Color Relations 
It has been established that among K giants, the ooler stars are more 
photometrially variable than the hotter stars ( orissen et al., 1997; Henry et al., 
2000b). While there is no physial desription suÆient to eXplain the ause of 
this relationship, the inrease in variability is thought to be due to radial and non-
radial pulsaions in the stars. Rotational efets from starspots are inadequate to 
eXplain the variability in the majority o f K g i a n ts, regardless of olor. 
This olor-variability relationship has also been established previously 
for this sample of stars (Frink et al., 2001). Figure 4.12 shows the rms satter of 
the radial veloity of all stars in this sample, plotted as a funtion of the B - V 
olor. There is a lear trend of the redder stars being more variable. 
Also interesting to note in Figure 4.12 is that the bulk of the stars appear 
to lie near the bottom of the range in whih the stars eXist in this graph. The stars 
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Figure 4.10: Radial veloity data for HIP 30720. The data for this star is quite 
strange. There is no period in evidene at this point, but it also appears distintly 
non-random. 
whih lie above this majority are outliers, partiularly when onsidering that the 
RV satter is plotted in logarithmi units, making the spread in the satter larger 
than it appears. 
Below the majority of stars near the bottom, a line ould be drawn with 
the same slope as the general trend, below w h i  h n o s ta r s w ould lie. This hard 
bottom to the trend is partiularly interesting toward the red end of the plot, 
where no star has variations below 5 0 o r 6 0 / m s . T oward the blue end of the plot, 
the lower limit does not follow the same trend, but evens out near 8 /ms. This 
is due to the observational preision, whih limits the satter of the data. This 
observational limit is only signifant be  l o w a b o u t B - V  1 . 
Figure 4.13 is a olor-magnitude diagram whih features the evolutionary 
traks of Girardi et al. (2000) for stars with solar metalliity ( Z  0 .019). The 
data points represent the K giants in this sample. Stars with rms satter less than 
50 ms
-1 
are represented by large dots, the stars with rms satter greater than 
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Figure 4.11: Radial veloity data for HIP 113084. The RV data is easily identifed 
as that of a spetrosopi binary, although one with a relatively gentle slope. 
50 ms
-1 
are represented by the small dots. The loations of lass III and IIIb 
giants on this diagram are from the alibrations of Keenan & Barnbaum (1999), 
whih used Hipparos parallaXes. As seen before, the redder stars tend to have 
larger variations than the bluer stars. 
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Figure 4.12: Radial veloity rms satter plotted as a funtion of B - V olor for 
all stars. There is a lear trend in this data, the stars beoming more variable the 
redder they are. Also, it seems that the bulk of the stars lie near the bottom of 
this trend, while a number of outliers lie above the majority of stars, but with the 
same olor-variability relationship. There is a hard bottom to this trend - a line 
ould be drawn, with the same slope as the general trend, whih w ould lie at the 
bottom of this trend, below w h i  h no stars lie. Please note that the RV satter is 
plotted in logarithmi units. 
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Figure 4.13: Color versus magnitude diagram for the stars in this sample. Stars 
with RV data with rms satter O
Rv 
50 ms
-1 
are the larger irles, while stars 
with O
Rv 
> 50 ms
-1 
are the smaller irles. Overplotted are the evolutionary traks 
of Girardi et al. (2000) for stars with Z  0 .0 1 9 f o r a v ariety of stellar masses. 
Also overplotted are the loations of the lass III and IIIb giants, whih are taken 
from the alibrations of Keenan & Barnbaum (1999). As with the previous fgure, 
the redder stars tend to be more variable. 
Chapter 5 
Interpretation 
Radial veloity data has been presented here for 177 K giant stars. Within 
the sample, the shape and harateristis of the data for eah star an difer quite 
dramatially, as illustrated in the previous hapter. The fundamental question 
then eXists: What is the ause of the radial veloity v ariations in these stars? 
There are three astrophysial phenomena whih ould be the soure of 
these RV v ariations. These are rotational efets, stellar pulsations, and substellar 
ompanions. Although the physis involved in these are wholly unrelated, the 
resulting efets on the measured radial veloities an be surprisingly similar, and 
are often diÆult to distinguish. This hapter will take a loser look at these 
possible eXplanations for the stellar variations, and the ways in whih they an be 
deteted. 
5.1 Rotational Efets 
Rotational efets an shift the measured radial veloity of a star if there 
are hot or ool spots on the surfae of the star. These ool (starspots) and hot 
(plage) spots, when ombined with the rotational motion of the star, an repliate 
the periodi RV  hanges seen in stars whih h a ve an orbital ompanion. Although 
the details of these events are not well understood, the efet they have o n t h e 
measured RV of a star is simple. 
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Imagine a rotating star with an inlination angle of 90
Æ 
, with respet to 
the aXis of rotation. The radial veloity of the star is measured by eXamining the 
motion of an absorption line (in reality, m a n y lines) from the star. That line, like 
all of the light olleted, is omprised of light from every point on the disk of the 
star. Beause the star is rotating, light from the portion of the star whih reently 
ame into view is slightly blueshifted, while light from the portion of the star whih 
will soon reede from view is slightly redshifted. If the light is then integrated over 
the entire disk, you will get absorption lines, widened by the rotational spreading 
desribed above. The absorption line used in this desription to measure the RV 
of the star will be symmetri, if the starlight is homogeneous aross the disk. 
However, if a ool spot eXists on the star, less light will be emitted from 
the points inside the spot. As this spot rotated into view, the portion of the 
star whih emits the blueshifted light will be slightly dimmer than the redshifted 
side. This will appear to make the absorption line shift measureably to a longer 
wavelength. As the spot rotates onto the side of the star rotating away from 
the observer, the absorption line will appear to shift to the blue. This efet 
an be repeated as long as the spot eXists. As the absorption line shifts on the 
spetrograph, so will the measured radial veloity  hange. Of ourse, hot spots an 
have a similar but opposite efet on the absorption lines, and thus the measured 
radial veloity. 
For starspots to mimi the sinusoidal RV periodiity s e e n i n a n umbe  r o f 
the stars in this sample, the situation desribed above w ould need to be modifed. 
In that ase, the single spot would only be visible for half of the rotation period, 
and so for the period of time when the spot is on the bak side of the star, the RV 
urve w ould be fat. To reate a sinusoidal variation, one of two senarios must be 
true. The spot an be at a high latitude on the star, and the star an have a small 
angle of inlination (at least smaller than the latitude of the spot). There ould 
also be two spots, separated by 1 8 0 
Æ 
in longitude. In this ase, the RV period 
would be half of the rotation period. 
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It seems then that starspots ould be a viable eXplanation for some of 
the periodi RV urves in this sample, as well as some of the less periodi, if 
one assumes multiple spots or spots with lifetimes similar to or smaller than the 
rotation frequeny of the star. However, it is not lear that this is the ase, or even 
if K giants h ave spots at all. 
Although relatively little is known about starspot ativity on stars outside 
of the Sun, ertain ative stars are known to have suh surfae features. Young pre-
main sequene stars have been seen to have spot ativity o n n umerous oasions 
(eg., Rie & Strassmeier (1996); ohns-Krull & Hatzes (1997)). Late-type stars 
have also been observed to have spot ativity (eg., Vogt & Penrod (1983); Hatzes 
& V ogt (1992); Strassmeier (1994)), speifally in RS CVn stars. Both of these 
stellar types have spots in high latitudes, whih w ould make the sinusoidal efet 
on the RV measurements more reasonable. However, both of these types of stars 
also rotate quite rapidly, unlike the K giants in this sample. Single K giant s a r e , 
in general, almost always slow rotators. Rapid rotation appears to be a neessary 
ondition for high latitude spot ativity (Hatzes & Cohran, 1999), and no suh 
surfae features have e v er been deteted on a slowly rotating star, so this possibility 
may be unlikely for K giants suh as the ones in this sample. 
While single high-latitude spots may n o t  b e a l i k ely senario for these 
stars, multiple spots ould very well eXist on the surfae of some of the variable 
stars. There are a ouple of tehniques whih allow u s t o i n vestigate this possibility 
further, involving the additional efets starspots would have on a star. 
If a star has periodi RV v ariations due to surfae ativity, t h e n b y d e f -
nition the rotation period of the star must be the same as the period in the radial 
veloity data (or in the ase of the 2 spot model, the rotation period would be twie 
the RV period). While rotation periods are not known for many stars, a substan-
tial number of the stars in this sample have measured values for the line-of-sight 
rotational veloity. This v sin i value gives a minimum value for the rotation ve-
loity. C o m bined with the radius of the star, this an give the maXimum rotation 
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period for the star. This value an be ompared to the period in the RV data, to 
hek for onsisteny with starspot ativity. 
Another, more stringent riterion, is the photometri efet a ool spot 
would have on the star. The size of spot needed to reate the observed RV v aria-
tions an be modelled, and the amount of photometri variation aused by suh a 
spot an be alulated. Often the eXpeted h a n g e i n b r i g h tness is large enough to 
be ruled out by previously published photometry. This idea will be eXplored and 
applied to these stars in the neXt hapter. 
5.2 Stellar Pulsations 
Considerably more ompleX and less understood than rotation efets, 
stellar pulsations are thought to be relatively ommon in K giant stars. Their 
efets an be observed with photometry or radial veloity o b s e r v ations, and have 
a wide variety of amplitudes and frequenies. Stellar pulsations are well observed 
and understood for only one star - the Sun. Observations of other solar-type stars 
have revealed solar-type osillation as well (Marti et al., 1999; Bouhy & Carrier, 
2001; Bedding et al., 2001). For K giant stars, whih are at a ompletely diferent 
po  i  n  t in their evolution, the piture has muh less detail. Nonetheless, the theory 
of pulsations still applies, and relating that information to the observations of the 
stars in this sample should be possible. 
Pulsations an be desribed as radial or nonradial. This is merely a 
desription of the spherial symmetry involved in the pulsation. Radial pulsations 
are the lowest (zeroeth) order mode of spherial harmonis. This type of pulsation 
is the simplest kind - the star gets larger and smaller at some frequeny, with 
omplete spherial symmetry over the entire star. There are higher order pulsation 
modes whih are nonradial. It will be shown later that radial pulsations are not 
appliable to the disussion of these stars, so the rest of this setion will fous on 
nonradial pulsations. 
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There are several types of nonradial pulsation. The two m o s t r e l a vant 
pulsation types are p-mode (pressure) and g-mode (gravitation) pulsations (Cowl-
ing, 1941). P-mode pulsations work similarly to radial pulsations, in that they 
are essentially sound waves in the star interating with the star's gravitational 
feld. The restoring fore for p-modes omes from the ompressibility of the stellar 
gas. On the other hand, the restoring fore for g-mode pulsations is the buoyany 
fore. A third type of nonradial pulsation, the r-mode (Rossby mode) is driven by 
rotation, and onsists only of toroidal displaements. 
The efet these pulsations will have on radial veloity measurement s o f 
the stars whih eXhibit this behavior is fairly straightforward. Beause the stellar 
plasma is pulsating radially, the light will be red- or blue-shifted with respet to 
the observer. A lesser amount of spetral variation will ome from the motion of 
the stellar surfae in the "horizontal" diretion, aused by g-mode pulsations. The 
Doppler shifts due to pulsations are then "real" shifts, beause they are due to 
atual motion, unlike the "apparent" shifts due to starspots. Of ourse, neither is 
due to the motion of the star as a whole, whih is the diferene of interest in this 
eXperiment. 
Generally speaking, g-modes will have longer pulsation periods than p-
modes, in a homogenous star (this approXimation usually holds for ompleX stars 
as well, meaning stars with denser interiors) (CoX, 1980). The p-modes are pre-
dominantly radial, and are defned by large density and pressure variations in the 
osillations. G-modes, however, have signifant transverse motion, and have m uh 
smaller density and pressure variations in the osillations. The g-modes are found 
predominantly in the interior of the star, while p-modes are typially found in the 
outer envelope. This haraterization is misleading, however, sine g-modes an 
be loated near the stellar surfae and appear to be p-modes, and vie versa. 
The magnitude of the efet that pulsations have on the measured radial 
veloity is dependent on the partiular mode of the pulsation. A higher order 
spherial harmoni mode will have a smaller efet on the RV measurement. This 
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is due to the inreasing number of nodes on the surfae of the star. This onept 
beomes lear when the ase of eXtremely high order harmonis are onsidered. 
With higher order modes ome an inreasing number of nodes on the star, meaning 
a larger number of oppositely moving pathes of the star anelling eah other out. 
There is also a diferene in the efet of p-mode and g-mode pulsations. 
Assuming the same pulsation veloity amplitude, g-mode pulsations will have a 
larger RV amplitude than p-mode pulsations (Hatzes, 1996). The efet is large 
at lower spherial harmoni modes, but negligible at modes higher than about  
m 6. In general, the ontribution to the observed radial veloity due to nonradial 
pulsations from eah spherial oordinate is: 
where V
V 
is the veloity amplitude of the pulsations, P
m
r 
is the appro-
priate Legendre funtion, and k i s a  o n s ta n t representing the ratio between the 
horizontal and vertial veloities (Hatzes & Cohran, 1998b). This k value is di-
retly related to the mass and radius of the star, and the osillation frequeny 
by 
 M 
k (5.4)
O
2
R
3 
Where O is the frequeny of the pulsation. For g-mode pulsations, k is 
greater than one, and for p-modes, k is less than one. 
A study was onduted by Hatzes (1996) to eXamine the eXtent of the 
efet pulsations will have on radial veloity measurements. The simulations as-
sumed a pulsational veloity amplitude V
V 
of 400 ms
-1
, using a K1 III star model 
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atmosphere. The simulation reated an absorption line, added in the efet of rota-
tion, maroturbulent v eloity, and pulsation, and sent the absorption line through 
a spetrograph with R  120 , 000. The RV shift of the line was then measured. 
The results of these alulations show t h a t l o w order (m 2) p-mode 
nonradial pulsations an reate RV v ariations of almost 200 m s
-1 
. The higher 
order modes have dimished efets on the measured RV v ariations. The g-mode 
pulsations, while having similarly small efets on the measured radial veloities 
at high order modes, have signifantly larger efets at low order modes than do 
the p-mode pulsations. At m 2, the g-mode pulsations reate an RV v ariation 
amplitude of about 1200 m s
-1
. It appears ertain that there are modes of nonradial 
pulsations whih ould be deteted with our data, and ould be ausing some of 
the larger RV v ariations in our stars. 
5.3 Substellar Companions 
The third possible eXplanation for the RV v ariations in these stars is the 
eXistene of an orbital ompanion around the stars. If a planetary or brown dwarf 
ompanion were to orbit one of the sample stars, the refeX motion of the star 
osillating about the ommon enter of mass ould be seen in the RV data. This 
is the method used to detet virtually all of the known eXtrasolar planets. 
Periodi RV data an be ft using Kepler's laws, and if the mass of the 
star is known, the orbital distane and a lower limit on the mass of the ompanion 
an be alulated. The period P of the orbit is gleaned from the RV data, and the 
orbital radius R is alulated using Kepler's third law: 
 M P 
2 
R
3
(5.5)
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where M is the mass of the star and is the gravitational onstant. The 
planet's orbital veloity i s V
pr
 M IR. Conserving momentum, the mass of 
the planet must be M
pr 
M V IV
pr
. H o wever, the stellar veloity, w h i  h is equal 
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to the amplitude of the RV v ariations, is atually the stellar orbital veloity along 
the line of sight. T hus, beause we only know the line of sight veloity V sin i, w e 
an only alulate the minimum mass M
pr 
sin i, where i is the inlination angle of 
the planetary orbit. 
The only efet the ompanion will have o n a n y observations of the parent 
star is the refeX motion seen in the RV d a t a . No additional signals would be 
present, with the possible eXeption of a planetary transit. In the ase where the 
planet oults the star, it would blok some fration of the light , w h i  h might be  
detetable with photometry. H o wever, this is impossible to see with giant stars. If 
a star has a radius of 10 R , and the planet has a radius of 1 R
J
, then the planet 
would blok no more than about 0.01% of the light. Diferential photometry at 
this preision is eXtremely diÆult, and when added to the unlikely odds that 
the planet does oult the star, and the unertain knowledge of when the transit 
would our, this idea is beyond onsideration from ground based observatories. 
The NASA spae mission KEPLER
1 
will be able to detet suh a signal when it 
begins its photometri observations after the sheduled 2007 launh. 
A planetary ompanion would require onsisteny over time. A planet's 
efet on the RV urve ould only be Keplerian - if the RV signal is not Keplerian, 
a planet is not the ause of the variation. In addition, the Keplerian must be 
onsistent o ver time. While starspots or pulsations may  hange after some amount 
of time elapses, a planetary orbit will not. Any  hange in the period, shape, or 
amplitude of the RV urve w ould eliminate a planet as a possibility. Planets also 
reate only a single periodiity in the RV  u r v e. There ould easily be multiple 
starspots, and multiply periodi pulsations in K giant stars is more ommon than 
singly periodi pulsations (Hatzes & Cohran, 1998a). There is the possibility o f 
a star with several planets in orbit (Butler et al., 1999; Fisher et al., 2002), whih 
would demand the same set of standards as presented above (ie. two Keplerians, 
et.). 
� 
http://www.kepler.ar.nasa.gov/ 
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The most efetive w ay of deiding whih of these three phenomena is 
responsible for the RV v ariations in a star is to eliminate two of them as possibili-
ties. This is often diÆult, beause the methods for determining the ause of the 
variations is indiret. There is one further method whih is helpful in determining 
whether the RV  hanges are intrinsi to the star or eXternally aused. 
5.. Absorption Line Bisetors 
When there is atmospheri ativity on a star, whether the surfae has 
spots or is moving radially, the shape of the absorption lines reated by that stellar 
atmosphere will hange their shape. One way t o  haraterize the h a n g e i n s h a p e 
of an atmospheri absorption line is by measuring its bisetor. The line bisetor is 
defned trivially, as the lous of point s w h i  h is equidistant be  t  ween the two sides 
of an absorption line. 
To eXplain the idea of a line bisetor, and why it is used as a diagnosti 
of stellar ativity, the eXample of the Sun will be used. On the surfae of the Sun, 
there are regions of hot, upwelling matter from the interior onvetion ells whih 
bring matter to the solar surfae. Between these hot regions are ool, downfalling 
matter regions. Figure 5.1 shows the solar granulation whih ours as a result 
of the onvetion ells in the Sun. The light whih reates the solar spetrum, 
and all of the absorption lines in it, omes from the ombination of these two 
onvetive zones. The light from the hot upfow is slightly blueshifted, due to the 
radially outward motion, while the ooler downfow is blueshifted. In addition, 
there is signifantly more light oming from the hot upfow zones, due to their 
higher temperature as well as the fat that they over a larger portion of the solar 
surfae. These unequal ontributions to an absorption line ause the line to be 
asymmetri. 
Figure 5.2 illustrates the way in whih the disproportional ontributions 
from the two  o n vetive zones on a stellar surfae ould reate an asymmetri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Figure 5.1: On the solar surfae, hot upwelling material eXists in onvetive  e l l s , 
separated by  o o l e r d o wnfows. In this image of the Sun, the hot zones are light 
olored, while the ooler zones appear dark. This image was taken at the Big Bear 
Solar Observatory. ( h ttp://www.bbso.njit.edu/) 
absorption line bisetor (Dravins et al., 1981). The hot upwelling material emits 
more light than the ooler downfow matter, and is blueshifted relative to the ooler 
matter as well. The ombination of the two reates an absorption line whih i s 
asymmetri. In this ase, the bisetor of the line urves toward the red side of the 
spetrum near the top. This is the normal shape of a solar absorption line. 
While the shape of line bisetors in K giants is not neessarily the same 
as in solar-type stars, it is still a diagnosti of the surfae struture of the star. But 
for this projet, the partiular struture of a stellar surfae is not of interest. What 
is more important is knowing whether or not the surfae of the star is hanging 
regularly. Both starspots and pulsations an have an observable efet on the shape 
of the stellar absorption lines. Starspots are merely ool (and thus dark) areas on 
a star's surfae, so they should hange the line bisetor for the same reasons as 
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Figure 5.2: The far left panel depits a model stellar surfae, with light setion 
representing hot upfow, and dark intergranular downfow. The ool matter is 
moving downward at a faster rate than the hot material, whih  o vers a larger 
portion of the stellar surfae. The enter panel shows the ontributions of the 
two zones of the stellar surfae. The right panel ontrasts an idealized line with 
bisetor (dotted line) with an asymmetri line omprised of the two  o n tributions 
shown in the enter panel (solid line). This fgure is from Dravins et al. (1981). 
the solar granulation desribed above. This efet has been modelled by Hatzes 
(2002). In pulsating stars, the hange in the line shape is not due to temperature 
diferenes, but diferenes in the veloity of the stellar gas. Beause of the numbe  r 
of osillation nodes in a star an be almost anything, the efet on the line bisetor 
an be ompleX. This efet has also been modelled by Hatzes (1996). In both 
ases, the efet on line bisetors an be observable. 
The typial way t o  haraterize line bisetors is to measure the span of 
the bisetor urvature. The measurement of line bisetors is rather diÆult. For 
stars with spots, the size of the bisetor span variations an reah several hundred 
ms 
-1
, depending on the spot attributes (size, temperature diferene, loation) 
and the projeted rotation rate of the star (Hatzes, 2002). For slowly rotating 
stars (V sin i 2 km s 
-1
), the hange in the bisetor span is likely to be loser to 
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10-20 m s
-1 
. F or pulsating stars, the hange in bisetor span depends on the order 
m. The largest bisetor variations our usually at m 4 for both m and p-mode 
pulsations (Hatzes, 1996). This peak variations is likely around 300 m s
-1 
. 
Bisetor variations of this magnitude are observable, but require eX-
tremely high spetral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio data. For high-order 
pulsation modes (m 8) or starspots on stars with low rotational veloities 
(V sin i 4), you would likely need a spetrograph with resolution R > 100, 000 
and signal-to-noise SIN > 500 to detet the bisetor variations (Hatzes, 1996). 
These are eXtremely demanding limits (the data presented here was taken at Lik 
Observatory with the Hamilton spetrograph whih has resolution R  60 , 000, 
and the data typially has signal-to-noise of about 150). Our Lik spetra ould 
be used in priniple, by ombining many absorption lines, but eah spetrum is 
polluted by the absorption lines from the iodine ell, whih prevent s a n y suh mea-
surement . T o eXamine the possibility of line bisetor variations in stars for whih 
the soure of their RV v ariations is unertain, additional observations with another 
instrument are required. Currently these observations are being taken at multiple 
telesopes, eah of whih has a spetrograph with eXtremely high resolution. The 
data set for this analysis, however, is not yet omplete. 
Chapter 6 
Modelling Intrinsi Stellar 
Behavior 
The only way to efetively distinguish the physial ause of the stellar 
RV v ariations in this data set is to efetively eliminate all other possible auses. 
In order to do that, simulations of the intrinsi soures of stellar osillations have 
been reated. The results from these models are ompared to the RV data, to 
hek for onsisteny. Using this information, it is possible to eliminate one or 
both of the intrinsi soures of variations as the ause of the RV v ariations. For 
these models, only stars with periodi RV  u r v es were onsidered. Stars with non-
periodi variations must have a n i n trinsi soure of RV osillation (ompanions 
an only ause Keplerian variations), and diferentiating between starspots and 
pulsations using non-periodi data is usually diÆult. The possibility o f a s t a r 
having both intrinsi and eXtrinsi soures of variability i s a l s o a n i d e a w h i  h m ust 
be onsidered. 
6.1 Starspot Models 
The starspot model reated for this purpose is a muh simplifed version 
of the atual physis. The model onsists of a rotating star with a starspot whih 
moves aross the disk of the star as the star rotates. The star is divided into a grid 
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(the stellar diameter is 1000 grid ells in length), and the light output is measured 
in eah grid ell using the Stefan-Boltzmann law. Light from grid ells oiniding 
with the starspot thus emit less light, as do ells near the outer limb of the star. 
The Doppler shift of the light from eah ell is also measured, the shift being due 
entirely to rotation. The Doppler shift of the stellar light is then averaged over 
eah ell, weighted by the amount of light eah ell produes. This mean Doppler 
shift is the radial veloity of the star as a unit. This an be ompared to the RV 
amplitude of the atual stellar variations for that star. 
In addition, the total amount of light emitted by the star is measured. 
This will give a photometri variation for the star. If the model RV amplitude 
mathes the observed RV amplitude, but the resulting model photometri hanges 
are larger than those measured by Hipparos, then the starspot model is inon-
sistent with the observations, and an be eliminated as a possible ause of the 
observed RV v ariations. 
For this model, the input parameters inlude stellar radius and tempera-
ture, spot radius and temperature, stellar rotation rate, rotation inlination angle, 
latitude of the spot on the stellar surfae, and limb darkening oeÆient . F or stars 
without a known temperature, 4420 K was used. The value for all starspots is 
1200 K less than the stellar temperature. The starspots were assumed to eXist 
near the stellar equator, beause they would have the largest efet on the mea-
sured RV at that loation. A linear limb darkening law w as used (the diferene 
be  t  ween the various limb darkening formulas is negligible in these alulations). 
Before presenting the results of these simulations, it is instrutive t o  o m -
pare them to the results from Hatzes (2002), a muh more ompleX and detailed 
model of starspot behavior. This model inluded the reation of a Ca I line in a 
Kuruz model atmosphere, with a star with temperature 5800 K, and spot tem-
perature 4600 K. A syntheti spetrum was reated with the absorption line, and 
the RV analysis software of the MDonald Planet Searh Program was used to 
measure the RV v ariations of the star, as if the spetrum had been sent through 
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an iodine ell into a spetrograph. 
Figure 6.1 shows how m y s i m ulation results ompare to those of Hatzes 
(2002). In my simulation I used the same stellar harateristis as the Hatzes 
model, wherever possible (for eXample, I used the same temperatures as Hatzes 
for this omparison study). The plot shows the maXimum radial veloity v ariation 
as a funtion of the starspot flling fator, eXpressed as a perentage. The flling 
fator is the area of the starspot, as ompared to the size of the stellar disk. For 
the Hatzes results, I have plotted the best ft funtion as given in the paper: 
A
Rv
 (8 .6V - 1.6)j
0 9 
(6.1) 
where A
Rv 
is the radial veloity amplitude in m s
-1 
, V is the projeted 
radial veloity, a n d j is the starspot flling fator in perent. Both sets of simula-
tions show the same relationship between spot size and RV v ariation, though my 
results were typially 30-40% lower than those of Hatzes. So despite this model 
being onsiderably simpler, the results are similar. 
The results of the starspot simulations for periodi stars in this sample 
are given in Table 6.1. This group of stars inludes all of the periodi stars eXept 
siX: HIP 53740 (a Crt), HIP 54539 (� UMa), and HIP 75458 (L Dra) eah h a ve 
highly eentri RV v ariations, whih annot be aused by rotational efets, and 
HIP 38253, HIP 91004 (24 Sgr), and HIP 113562 have R V v ariations with ampli-
tudes whih are far too large to be aused by starspots (starspots whih  o ver half 
of the stellar disk ause the largest amplitude RV v ariations, and this was still 
not large enough for these stars). An additional star, HIP 21421 (a Tau, Alde-
baran), was added to this simulation beause it has a lear long-term periodiity, 
in addition to the quik d a y-to-day v ariations in radial veloity. 
Table 6.1 lists the stars, their radial veloity amplitude and period, the 
photometri variation whih w ould our if a starspot was to ause the RV osilla-
tions, and the Hipparos limit to the photometri variability. T h e Hipparos limit 
represents diferene between the 5
th 
and 95
th 
perentile of Hipparos photometry. 
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of the results of our starspot model and that of Hatzes 
(2002). Figure shows the maXimum radial veloity v ariation as a funtion of spot 
flling fator, eXpressed as a perentage. The simulations are of a star with T 
5800 K and spot with T 4600 K. Eah line is for a partiular rotational veloity 
(v sin i) g iv en in km s
-1 
. Results produed by our simulation are typially 60-70% 
of the values given by Hatzes. 
Hipparos provides a separate estimate of the photometri variability of eah s t a r 
whih is somewhat smaller than the value used in Table 6.1. The value seen here 
was hosen as the safer, more onservative estimate. 
There are several omment s w h i  h need to be made about the stars in 
Table 6.1. Several stars have n o k n o wn value for their radius, but have a v alue 
or strong upper limit to their rotational veloity ( v sin i). For these stars, to 
hek the self-onsisteny of the starspot hypothesis, it was frst assumed that  
they indeed have a large spot. This allowed the assumption that the rotational 
period is equal to the period in the RV data. The rotational period and the line-
of-sight rotational veloity ombine to give an upper limit to the stellar radius. 
This upper limit to the stellar radius was the radius used for the simulations. For 
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Table 6.1. Results from Starspot Simulations 
Radial Radial Calulated Hipparos 
Star Veloity Veloity Photometri Photometri 
Amplitude (m s
-1
) Period (days) Variability Limit 
HIP 3419 57 360 2.7% 3% 
HIP 7884 144 590 6.3% 2% 
HIP 19011
a 
34 455 2.2% 3% 
HIP 21421 140 770 5.5% 3% 
HIP 31700
 
45 200 1.1% 2% 
HIP 34693
b 
350 305  2% 
HIP 36616
a 
140 300 6.0% 2% 
HIP 37826 45 580 7.4% 1% 
HIP 39177
a 
185 830 11.5% 2% 
HIP 40526 180 625 6.0% 2% 
HIP 47959
a 
200 595 7.1% 3% 
HIP 53261 200 740 8.8% 2% 
HIP 73620 35 510 3.9% 2% 
HIP 74732
 
110 510 8.4% 2% 
HIP 79540 90 570 4.4% 2% 
HIP 84671
ab 
290 495  4% 
HIP 88048 290 535 18.2% 1% 
HIP 91117
b 
125 350 10.7% 2% 
HIP 109023
ab 
75 600 4.4% 2% 
HIP 109754
b 
100 565 5.0% 2% 
HIP 114855 95 180 4.1% 2% 
Note.  This table presents the results of starspot simulations for several of 
the stars in this sample. The seond and third olumn are the radial veloity 
amplitude and period observed in our RV data. The fourth olumn is the mini-
mum photometri variability due to starspots whih w ould be onsistent with the 
observed quantities in the previous two olumns. The fnal olumn ontains the 
upper limit to the photometri variability o f e a  h star as observed by Hipparos. 
In many ases, the observed variability limit is several times smaller than the al-
ulated minimum neessary for starspots to be responsible for the RV v ariations 
in the data. 
a
Star has no temperature measurement, so 4420 K was used 
b
Star has no radius measurement 

Star has no radius or reliable v sin i measurement 
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two of the stars (HIP 34693 and HIP 84671), the RV amplitudes in the data ould 
not be reprodued by starspots of any size. For the other three stars (HIP 91117, 
HIP 109023, and HIP 109754), the simulations resulted in large spots, whih are 
evident b y the large photometri variations stated in Table 6.1. While it is possible 
that these stars ould have smaller radii, reduing the size of the star inreases the 
flling fator of the spot needed to reate similar RV v ariations. Thus, as the star 
gets smaller, the spot needed to make a ertain size RV amplitude inreases, and 
the photometri variations inrease. The hange in fuX in Table 6.1 is the smallest 
possible for these stars. 
Four additional stars have no radius measurement, and also no value 
for v sin i (or in one ase, an upper limit too large to be useful). These stars 
are HIP 19011, HIP 31700, HIP 36616, and HIP 74732. The photometri hanges 
given in Table 6.1 are for stellar radii of 20 R . Of ourse, it is ertainly reasonable 
that these stars ould have larger radii, whih w ould derease the amount of fuX 
variane for a onstant R V amplitude. 
The rest of the stars have radius measurement s w h i  h w ere used to al-
ulate the photometri hanges whih w ould our if the star had a starspot. This 
estimate may be onservative, beause the starspot senario whih is simulated is 
not realisti. If a star with high inlination angle had a spot at low latitude, the 
spot would be visible only about half of the rotation yle, and so half of the RV 
urve w ould be fat. This is not the ase for the stars seleted for this setion. 
Starspots ould ause the variations in two w ays. The inlination angle ould be 
lower, and the spot loation at a higher latitude, suh that the spot was visible at 
all times. While this is ertainly a reasonable situation, if it were the ase, a muh 
larger starspot would be needed to reate the RV v ariations, beause the Doppler 
shift of the stellar light is a funtion of the sine of the inlination angle or rotation. 
As v sin i goes down for a given rotation period, the size of the spot, and thus size 
of photometri variations, will rise. So in this ase, the estimate of fuX hange is 
quite onservative. 
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It is also possible that a star has two starspots separated by 180
Æ 
in 
longitude. This would give R V v ariations like the ones seen in these stars. However, 
this seems like an unlikely situation. The spots would have to eXist at almost 
eXatly opposite sides of the star, and be almost eXatly the same size, and they 
would have t o  o n tinue this loation and size relation indefnitely. The ativity 
level and lifetime of starspots on K giant s i s n o t w ell studied, but spots on the 
Sun ould not sustain this onsisteny. If this situation were in fat responsible 
for the RV v ariations of a star, then the star's rotation period would be twie 
the period in the RV data. This would mean that the rotation veloity w ould 
be only half, making the neessary spots larger than what is alulated in this 
simulation. Again, the fuX variations estimated by t h i s s i m ulation appear to be 
quite onservative. 
Finally, one of the three stars whih has a nomimal simulated fuX varia-
tion smaller than the Hipparos limits, HIP 3419, has other pertinent information. 
If a star has radius and v sin i measurements, then one an hek if the rotation 
rate is onsistent with the RV v ariations. To do this, a single starspot model is as-
sumed, making the RV periodiity equal to the rotational period. Using the radius 
measurement R and v sin i and assuming that the inlination angle i  90 
Æ 
, the 
maXimum rotation period a star an have i s P
max
 2 1RIv
rot
. F or HIP 3419, with 
a radius of 21.1 R and v sin i  4 .0 km s 
-1
, the maXimum rotation period of the 
star is 267 d. Even using the minimum rotation rate of 3.2 km s
-1
, the maXimum 
rotation period is 334 d, still less than the RV period of 360 d. This rules out the 
single spot model for this star, though it ould oneivably have t wo-spot model 
as desribed above. In this ase, for the reasons stated earlier, the spots would 
neeassarily be larger, and thus the fuX hanges in this star would be larger than 
that given in Table 6.1. The starspot hypothesis appears to be a poor andidate 
to eXplain the RV v ariations in HIP 3419. 
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6.2 Pulsations
 
Pulsations are muh more diÆult to model, beause of their intrinsi 
ompleXities, and the lak of observation. Thorough data on the subjet has been 
taken only of the Sun, and does not neessarily apply to K giant stars. Nonetheless, 
there is muh theoretial work useful for this purpose. For a thorough review of 
the theory of pulsating stars, please see CoX (1980) and Unno et al. (1989). 
Stritly radial pulsations have relatively short periods in giant stars. The 
period of a radial pulsation mode is related to the density of the star by t h e 
period-mean density relation 
Q  I (V p 
2 
(6.2)pIV )
1
where I is the pulsation period of the star, Vp is the mean density o f th e 
star, pV is the mean density of the Sun (1.41 g m
-3
), and Q is the pulsation 
pV )
-1 2
onstant, usually approXimated as Q r ( . Q is the period of a radial 
pulsation in the Sun. 
The period of the fundamental radial pulsation mode an be alulated 
using the eXpressions of CoX et al. (1972). Beause this alulation depends mostly 
on the stellar density, the mass and radius must be known for the star to estimate 
the radial pulsation period. For the stars in this sample with suh data, the 
fundamental radial pulsation period ranges from 0.6 d to 108.7 d. For K giants, 
the typial radial pulsation period is on the order of a week (the larger periods in 
this sample, suh a s t h e 1 0 9 d a y period, are for the luminosity lass I-II stars). 
Certainly no radial mode would have a period of several hundred days, whih 
is the periodiity w e see in the stars disussed above. Radial pulsations an be 
onfdently ruled out as the ause of the long-term variations in these stars. 
Nonradial pulsations annot be ruled out as easily as radial pulsations. 
As stated in the previous hapter, the only sure way to determine whether or not 
a star has pulsations is to eXamine the hanges in the shape of spetral lines over 
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time. Beause this is not possible, other inriminating evidene must be used in 
its plae. 
One lue whih w ould indiate the presene of pulsations is the eXistene 
of multiple periodiities. It is ommon for stars with pulsations to have s e v eral 
modes, whih w ould present themselves as multiple overtone frequenies in the 
data (Hatzes & Cohran, 1993, 1996, 1999). On the other hand, observing stars 
with single long-period RV v ariability due to pulsations is rare. Hatzes & Cohran 
(1998a) desribe nine K stars whih s h o w "long period" variability. Of those nine 
stars, four have luminosity lass I-II. Of the fve remaining K giants, three have 
multiple periods in the data. One of the remaining stars has no eXplanation of 
its RV v ariability urrently. (This star, f Gem, is also a member of this sample, 
and we observe a similar RV periodiity as Larson et al. (1993) and Hatzes & 
Cohran (1993).) The fnal star, 1 Cep, is a binary whih is n ow know n to b e a 
lumosity lass IV star harboring a giant planet (Hatzes et al., 2003). Although 
it is possible that there are K giants with single long-period RV v ariations, none 
have been onfrmed. 
The 27 periodi stars (26 plus Aldebaran) were eXamined more losely 
for multiple periods. After the stars were seleted, a Keplerian was ft to eah 
(HIP 113562 ould not be ft with a Keplerian, due to the poorness of ft whih 
would result). This best Keplerian ft (desribed in more detail in the neXt hap-
ter) was subtrated from the original data. The residuals were then studied and 
heked for another periodiity w i th a L o m b-Sargle periodogram (Lomb, 1976; 
Sargle, 1982). Only three stars showed any signifant po  wer in their periodogram. 
Table 6.2 shows the stars with the seondary periods whih had high power in the 
periodograms. Although all of these stars have strong power at their residual 
frequenies, no Keplerian ft ould be made with any of the residual data. 
HIP 21421 has a residual period of 15 days. This is not surprising, beause 
this star was labelled earlier as having quik v ariations in addition to the longer 
period. Periodi radial veloity v ariations in Aldebaran have been observed before 
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Table 6.2. Stars with Possible Multiple Periodiities 
HIP 3419 HIP 21421 HIP 91004
 
Seondary period (d) 101 15 320 
Probability of false positive 3.3 ° 10
-4 
0.024 0.022 
Original Period (d) 360 772 926 
(Hatzes & Cohran, 1998a,b), but not with a 15 day period. Nonradial pulsations 
are the leading andidate to eXplain the previously observed RV v ariations in this 
star, and the possible multi-periodi data presented here would appear to mildly 
support that thesis. 
Besides these three stars, no other periodi stars show a n y signs of multi-
ply periodi osillations in the data (and the residual periods for these three stars is 
questionable). This means that nonradial pulsations annot be onlusively stated 
as the ause of the RV v ariations in any of these periodi stars, although the evi-
dene against HIP 21421 is suggestive, espeially when onsidering previous work. 
Another approah m a y shed more light on these stars. 
The stars in this sample have a relationship between olor and variabil-
ity. As shown in Figure 4.12, the redder the star, the higher likelihood of large 
variations in the radial veloity d a t a . This efet was disussed previously with 
respet to these stars (Frink et al., 2001), as well as the photometri variations of 
G and K giant stars (Henry et al., 2000b). Henry et al. suggest that the stars in 
their sample are divided int o t wo regions, depending on whether the B - V olor 
is greater or less than 1.25. The hotter stars vary with muh smaller amplitudes 
(the study looks at photometri variability with periods of several days), and the 
osillations are thought to be due to nonradial g-mode pulsations. The ooler stars 
have m uh larger variations, whih are aused by radial p-mode pulsations, muh 
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like the highly variable M giants to whih they are similar. 
Between these two sets of stars there is believed to eXist a oronal dividing 
line (CDL), frst suggested by Linsky & Haish (1979). It is thought that the CDL 
divides stars with hromospheres and a hot orona from stars with just a ooler 
hromosphere. If the stars on either side of the CDL have signifant diferenes in 
their atmospheres, they ould easily have osillations of difering magnitude whih 
are aused by separate physial proesses. This supports the assertion of Henry et 
al. (2000b). 
It would seem logial, then, that whatever physial proess auses the 
stars in this sample to osillate more often and with larger amplitudes at ooler 
temperatures would be similar to those desribed above. These proesses should 
eXist in stars whih harbor planetary ompanions as muh as stars without planets. 
A star with a large planet would then have R V satter due to the gravitational 
refeX motion, in addition to the intrinsi soure of satter. One way to eXamine 
the ause of the RV v ariations in these stars would be to ompare the RV v ariations 
to the rest of the sample with the same olor. 
Figure 6.2 shows the same B - V olor and RV rms satter information 
as Figure 4.12, but this time with the stars broken down into diferent ategories. 
Stars with luminosity lasses I-II, known binaries, and stars with previously known 
planet or brown dwarf ompanions are plotted separately. The planets orbiting 
the fve stars plotted here were deteted using this data set (Frink et al., 2002; 
Mithell et al., 2004). The stars whih w ere indiated as periodi in this hapter 
are also plotted separately. This set does not inlude the stars with known planets 
(HIP 34693, HIP 36616, HIP 75458, HIP 88048, and HIP 114855), nor HIP 113562 
or HIP 84671, whih are supergiants. 
The remaining stars ("other" sample stars) form an envelope near the 
bottom of the graph. This envelope shows the trend of inreasing RV v ariability 
with ooler temperature. If all stars have i n trinsi RV osillations whih lie in 
this envelope, then stars with additional eXtrinsi soures of RV v ariations will lie 
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above t h e e n velope. This appears to be the ase for these stars. All of the stars 
above the envelope have an eXtrinsi soure of RV variation, namely an orbital 
ompanion, either a binary star, brown dwarf, or planet. The LC I-II stars also lie 
above t h e e n velope, beause supergiant s h a ve more ative atmospheres. 
From Figure 6.2, it would appear that the fve stars labelled with the 
asterisks have the strongest evidene for planetary ompanions out of the non-
binary LC III stars. Although several other periodi stars lie well above the satter 
envelope, these stars are toward the red end of the sample, and may w ell be 
pulsating. These two periodi stars, HIP 38253 and HIP 91004, have R V urves 
whih are suggestive of pulsations. HIP 38253 has RV data whih i s n o t  w ell-ft 
by a Keplerian (more information about orbital solutions is in the neXt hapter), 
and HIP 91004 has a long-period sinusoidal urve with smaller, shorter time-sale 
variations, whih m a y indiate the presene of pulsations. For the majority o f 
the periodi stars whih lie within, but near the top of the lower envelope, it is 
possible that they possess a planetary ompanion whih auses RV v ariations whih 
are similar in amplitude to the intrinsi variations of the star. Determining the 
presene of a planet in these ases is diÆult, and without any further evidene of 
a planet (eg., an RV urve indiating an eentri orbit or a lak of ativity i n t h e 
absorption line bisetors), it must be assumed that nonradial g-mode pulsations 
ould be the ause of the stellar osillations. 
The evidene onerning the eXistene of pulsations in these stars is weak. 
Radial pulsations an be ruled out for all stars in the sample with long periods. 
Nonradial pulsations, however, annot be onlusively ruled out for any of these 
stars, only a few stars have strong arguments against pulsations at all. For deisive 
data, observations of spetral line shapes must be analyzed. 
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Figure 6.2: Radial veloity rms satter plotted as a funtion of B -V olor for all 
stars in the sample. The stars are plotted as members of groups - binary stars, stars 
with previously published planet or brown dwarf ompanions, stars with luminosity 
lass I-II (supergiants), stars with periodi RV data, and all other stars. The large 
envelope of stars near the bottom show a lear trend of inreasing RV v ariability 
with redder olor. The dashed line represent s a n a p p r o Ximation of the upper edge 
of the envelope. Stars whih lie above t h e l o wer envelope may h a ve a soure of 
eXtrinsi variation (orbiting ompanion) adding to the intrinsi variation. Many 
of the stars above t h e e n velope are binaries or supergiants, inluding 11 suh stars 
whih h a ve rms satter values too large to be shown on this graph. Other outlying 
stars have k n o wn planet or brown dwarf ompanions. It appears that few periodi 
stars have R V v ariations larger than what one would eXpet for a K giant of their 
olor. 
Chapter 7 
Planetary Companions 
The third possible ause of periodi radial veloity v ariations is a om-
panion mass orbiting the star. This possibility i s i n triguing beause the searh f o r 
eXtrasolar planets is an area of intense interest, both to astronomers and the gen-
eral publi. Although possible ompanions to these stars is not limited to objets 
with planetary masses, it is ertainly plausible. Papers disussing the disovery 
of planets and brown dwarfs orbiting stars in this sample have been published 
previously (Frink et al., 2002; Mithell et al., 2004). Those stars, as well as other 
interesting andidate stars, will be disussed in more detail in this hapter. 
7.1 Radial Veloity E f e  t s 
The efets of a planetary ompanion on a star's radial veloity data 
were introdued in Chapter 5. The main result is that, by the laws of Kepler 
and Newton, the star will revolve around the ommon enter of mass, along with 
the planet, reating a periodi Keplerian urve in the RV d a t a . For a irular 
orbit, this urve will appear sinusoidal, but for an eentri orbit, the urve an be 
signifantly altered. By ftting a Keplerian urve to the data, fve distint orbital 
parameters an be ft - P (orbital period), T
o 
(periastron time), w (longitude of 
periastron), e (orbital eentriity), and the mass funtion of the system. The semi-
major aXis of the orbit (a
1 
sin i) is degenereate with the mass funtion. The radial 
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veloity ofset (zero-point of the RV data, with respet to the ompanion orbit) 
was also ft. From this information, the mass of the seondary objet (m
2 
sin i) 
and the semi-major aXis of the seondary an be alulated, as well as the RV 
amplitude of the best-ft model RV  u r v e. 
It is important to note that, beause the inlination angle of the orbit is 
unknown, the alulated mass of the seondary is merely a minimum mass; the 
seondary mass ould be muh larger. Therefore, even for a alulated mass whih 
indiates the presene of a planet, the mass ould be large enough to make t h a t 
objet a brown dwarf, or even a star. 
7.2 Keplerian Fitting 
For eah star whih w as onsidered a andidate for a planetary ompan-
ion, meaning a periodi radial veloity  u r v e w as apparent, and a periodogram 
indiated a periodiity in the data, the RV d a t a w as ft with a Keplerian. The ft  
was a best x
2 
ft to the data, using the orbital parameters speifed above. To f t 
the Keplerian urve, an amoeba program was used to minimize the x
2 
value over 
eah of siX parameters (P , T
o
, w, eentriity, a
1 
° sin i, R V ofset) simultaneously. 
The amoeba ode is based on the simpleX method of minimization by Nelder & 
Mead (1965). I have modifed the original Keplerian ftting ode signifantly, f o r 
partiular neessities suh as ftting the stars in this sample, and fnding uner-
tainties in the orbital parameters. The RV data for these stars, with the best ft 
Keplerian urve and residuals, are given in AppendiX C. 
One the parameters for the best-ft Keplerian urve w ere derived, un-
ertainties for eah v alue were alulated. These were formulated by holding one 
parameter onstant (the parameter for whih the unertainty w as desired) in the 
Keplerian ft. This parameter was then adjusted up and down until the x
2 
value 
for the Keplerian ft had risen by one. These are the reported unertainties. The 
best ft period, periastron time (T
0
), periastron angle (w), orbital eentriity, 
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minimum ompanion mass (m
2 
sin i), ompanion orbital distane, RV amplitude, 
and the redued x
2
, with 1 O unertainties where appropriate, are given in Tables 
7.1-7.2. 
One minor issue with any ftting program is the degeneray of the peri-
astron time and longitude of periastron for stars with zero eentriity orbital fts. 
In these ases, one of these two parameters was set to a onstant v alue while the 
unertainties were probed for the other parameter. For the best-ft values for these 
paremeters in stars with zero eentriity orbital fts, the values given by the soft-
ware was used, though those values have no meaning outside of their relationship 
with eah other. One of the two parameters ould have been set to any sensial 
value, and there would be no diferene. This makes sense physially, a s  hang-
ing these values in tandem orresponds to rotating the orbit of the ompanion, 
whih has no efet on an orbit with zero eentriity (the orbit has no angular 
dependene). 
7.3 Results 
One of the stars previously disussed as periodi, HIP 113562, has no 
Keplerian ft. The Keplerian ftting software was unable to ft this data. This is 
due to its lak of onstant periodiity, making any Keplerian a poor ft. Another 
star, HIP 84671, has a rather poor ft as well, though one was able to be produed. 
These stars appear to be poor andidates for planetary ompanions. The variations 
in HIP 113562 have no onsistent frequeny, a v alue whih is absolutely onstant 
when a ompanion is ausing the variations. HIP 84671 has suh a poor ft that, 
even if there were a planet ausing the variations, the intrinsi variations polluting 
the signal are too large to detet suh an objet unambiguously. In addition, both 
of these stars are supergiants, so large intrinsi variations, suh as what is seen in 
the data, are eXpeted for these eXtremely ative stars. 
There are also several stars whih learly have eXellent fts to the data. 
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Table 7.1. Orbital Parameters for Periodi Stars 
Star Period T
0 
w Eentriity 
(days) ( D-2450000) (degrees) 
HIP 3419 357.0 ± 4.0 2590.0±
41 0 
31 7 
205.2±
41 4 
35 4 
0.14 ± 0.10 
HIP 7884 590.3±
13 1 
15 4 
2400.6±
33 4 
41 4 
231.7±
22 0 
26 5 
0.19 ± 0.08 
HIP 19011 455.3 ± 5.8 2681.0±
7 9 
8 2 
0±
6 5 
6 2 
0 
HIP 21421 751.5±
18 2 
14 5 
2698.6±
45 2 
64 4 
290.5 ± 36.2 0.21±
0 01 
0 12 
HIP 31700 199.4±
3 7 
2 4 
1794.4±
13 8 
26 2 
48.6±
25 1 
47 1 
0.34±
0 31 
0 19 
HIP 34693 303.7 ± 0.7 2256.7 ± 0.7 21.0 ± 0.9 0.00 ± 0.11 
HIP 36616 301.2 ± 1.7 2176.4 ± 2.4 0 ± 2.9 0 
HIP 37826 577.6 ± 4.8 2136.6±
3 5 
3 9 
152.6±
2 4 
2 2 
0.00 ± 0.04 
HIP 38253 684.7±
15 3 
13 0 
2480.0±
9 7 
8 3 
131.2±
4 4 
5 1 
0.00 ± 0.02 
HIP 39177 812.9±
22 7 
24 2 
2452.0±
13 3 
14 3 
68.1±
6 4 
5 9 
0.00 ± 0.04 
HIP 40526 611.0±
15 4 
12 4 
1831.5±
11 1 
39 5 
337.6±
7 6 
24 0 
0.32±
0 10 
0 08 
HIP 47959 595.4±
11 2 
11 5 
1877.0±
9 3 
9 1 
0±
5 4 
5 8 
0 
HIP 53261 742.8±
12 2 
10 8 
2762.7±
42 9 
96 7 
140.8±
21 6 
48 6 
0.13 ± 0.05 
HIP 53740 313.2±
11 4 
6 2 
2503.7±
26 2 
29 8 
102.0±
30 0 
33 7 
0.30±
0 15 
0 12 
HIP 54539 463.6±
10 9 
11 2 
2217.1±
21 8 
27 4 
42.1±
19 1 
24 1 
0.30 ± 0.09 
HIP 73620 507.0 ± 8.6 1801.2±
58 6 
61 6 
134.0±
41 9 
42 9 
0.11 ± 0.08 
HIP 74732 511.1±
12 0 
7 6 
2045.2±
18 0 
60 5 
154.1±
13 0 
42 8 
0.13 ± 0.07 
HIP 75458 511.0 ± 0.4 2015.2±
0 3 
1 0 
92.9±
0 5 
2 4 
0.72 ± 0.01 
HIP 79540 570.5±
5 6 
5 3 
2074.8 ± 4.6 12.3 ± 2.9 0.00 ± 0.03 
HIP 88048 534.6±
0 9 
0 7 
2577.4±
4 7 
4 9 
16.1±
1 9 
0 6 
0.13 ± 0.02 
HIP 91004 942.3±
13 2 
13 6 
1707.6±
43 7 
38 5 
37.9±
16 0 
14 4 
0.14 ± 0.05 
HIP 91117 349.4±
9 1 
5 7 
2320.6±
48 8 
45 4 
148.3±
22 3 
22 9 
0.40±
0 27 
0 19 
HIP 109023 603.5±
12 8 
15 2 
2700.9±
42 1 
71 1 
272.7±
23 0 
49 4 
0.19 ± 0.10 
HIP 109754 570.4±
7 2 
6 8 
2395.5 ± 12.3 47.0±
9 3 
9 1 
0.33 ± 0.06 
HIP 114855 182.1 ± 0.6 2097.0 ± 1.5 327.6±
2 9 
2 7 
0.00 ± 0.01 
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Table 7.2. Orbital Parameters for Periodi Stars 
Star m
2 
sin i
a 
Semi-major aXis RV Amplitude Redued x
2 
(M
J
) (AU) (m s
-1
) 
HIP 3419 3.3±
0 5 
0 4 
1.38 ± 0.01 49.1 11.0 
HIP 7884 9.6 ± 0.8 1.77 ± 0.03 143.9 64.3 
HIP 19011 2.5 ± 0.2 1.61 ± 0.01 34.4 3.1 
HIP 21421 8.3±
1 3 
1 0 
1.81±
0 03 
0 02 
151.6 252.6 
HIP 31700 1.5 ± 0.3 1.01 ± 0.01 23.5 6.0 
HIP 34693 18.4 ± 0.3 1.12 ± 0.01 350.4 16.7 
HIP 36616 6.0 ± 0.3 1.01 ± 0.01 139.8 17.1 
HIP 37826 2.6 ± 0.1 1.62 ± 0.01 44.8 3.5 
HIP 38253 53.5 ± 2.2 2.63 ± 0.04 414.8 80.2 
HIP 39177 20.8 ± 2.1 2.66 ± 0.05 186.1 72.6 
HIP 40526 11.6±
1 6 
1 3 
1.78 ± 0.03 185.4 64.5 
HIP 47959 12.7 ± 1.2 1.72 ± 0.02 199.4 90.6 
HIP 53261 17.0 ± 1.1 2.37 ± 0.03 177.6 30.0 
HIP 53740 1.8 ± 0.2 1.02 ± 0.02 44.9 5.2 
HIP 54539 2.3 ± 0.3 1.44 ± 0.02 43.0 5.1 
HIP 73620 1.6 ± 0.1 1.37 ± 0.02 34.7 3.4 
HIP 74732 6.0 ± 0.3 1.49 ± 0.02 108.6 19.2 
HIP 75458 8.4 ± 0.1 1.27 299.7 11.5 
HIP 79540 4.9 ± 0.2 1.58 ± 0.01 88.7 11.7 
HIP 88048 21.7±
0 1 
0 2 
1.78 ± 0.02 289.8 2.3 
HIP 91004 110.7 ± 5.3 3.90 ± 0.04 541.8 155.2 
HIP 91117 4.8±
2 5 
1 6 
1.07±
0 02 
0 01 
125.0 37.0 
HIP 109023 4.2 ± 0.4 1.56±
0 02 
0 03 
82.0 23.6 
HIP 109754 7.0 ± 0.4 1.78 ± 0.02 105.0 32.0 
HIP 114855 3.0 ± 0.1 0.67 94.4 10.3 
a
Mass error values are derived only from the unertainty in the Keplerian ft, and 
do not take i n to aount the unertainty in the stellar mass, whih are normally 
about 30%. 
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This an be seen in the plots of the Keplerian fts, but it is also lear from the 
residual satter. Some stars have small residual satter, but only beause the raw 
RV data has a small amplitude. Other stars have a m uh larger diferene between 
the rms satter of their raw R V data and the rms satter of their residual data. 
Table 7.3 shows the ratio of the rms satter of the radial veloity d a t a t o t h e 
satter of the residuals. A h i g h v alue of this ratio implies a large redution in 
the satter after subtration of the Keplerian ft. In this table, three stars stand 
out as having eXeptionally large redutions in satter. HIP 34693 and HIP 75458 
have R V satter values more than 10 times as large as the satter after Keplerian 
subtration. HIP 88048 has a redution in satter of over 20 times. Eah of these 
stars has an eXellent Keplerian ft, but with divergent orbital parameters. 
HIP 34693 (T Gem) has a sinusoidal Keplerian ft with no eentriity. 
The minimum ompanion mass of 18.4 M
J 
indiates the presene of a brown dwarf. 
This ompanion was frst disovered in Mithell et al. (2004). For eah ompanion 
disussed in this dissertation whih w as previously published from this data set, 
the updated orbital parameters shown here will be used. Results from Chapter 6 
indiate that starspots are not a feasible eXplanation for the RV v ariations. Radial 
pulsations have frequenies far too large to eXplain any o f t h e v ariations in these 
periodi stars. There are no periodiities in the residual data, implying a single 
period in the RV data. Multiple periods and mode-swithing have been observed 
in stars thought to be pulsating non-radially (Hatzes & Cohran, 1998b, 1999), 
but there are no known ases of K giants with single long pulsational periods. 
HIP 88048 (v Oph) has a linear trend in addition to the Keplerian orbit. 
The slope of the trend is 115 m/s/yr, and is assumed to be due to the presene 
of a wide-orbit stellar binary ompanion. Assuming a irular orbit, the trend 
indiates a binary orbit period of less than 400 years. No suh ompanion (or any 
binary ompanion at all) has been reported in the literature. 
The minimum ompanion mass to v Oph in this data set is 21.7 M
J
, whih 
lies in the brown dwarf mass regime. This ompanion was also reported earlier 
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in Mithell et al. (2004). Radial pulsations and rotational modulation are not 
reasonable eXplanations for this variation. The eXtremely good ft of the Keplerian 
leaves residuals whih are highly onstant , a n d h a ve no periodiity that an be 
deteted. The ompanion hypothesis seems to ft well for this star. 
HIP 75458 (L Dra) is the third of these eXeptional stars. The minimum 
mass for this ompanion is 8.4 M
J
, making it a planet andidate. The Keplerian ft  
for this star is highly eentri (e  0 .72). Beause of this eentri orbit, starspot 
ativity and pulsations of any kind annot be responsible for the variations. The 
ability to preemptively rule out intrinsi soures of the RV v ariations made L Dra 
the frst giant star known to harbor a planet (Frink et al., 2002). Like the other 
stars disussed above, there is no additional periodiity in the residual RV data. 
While starspots an be ruled out for these stars, nonlinear pulsations are 
still a viable means of produing the observed RV v ariability (eXept for L Dra). 
While pulsations annot be diretly investigated without fne eXamination of the 
temporal hanges in the shape of absorption lines, other indiret evidene indiates 
ompanions as the most likely possibility. As already indiated, none of these 
stars have m ultiple periods in their data, and eah period seen is unhanged over 
several years of observation. This would not neessarily be true for pulsating stars. 
Additionally, these stars have m o r e i n trinsi ativity t h a n w ould be eXpeted for 
stars of their olor. 
Figure 6.2 shows the relationship between stellar B - V olor and the 
rms satter of the radial veloity d a t a . T Gem, v Oph, and L Dra have the highest 
RV satter values of the stars in this plot labelled as known planets. Eah lies 
omfortably above the bulk of the sample stars, whih reside mostly in an envelope 
near the bottom of the plot. It is inferred that the stars in this envelope represent 
the relationship between stellar olor or temperature, and the amplitude of intrinsi 
ativity whih auses RV v ariability. This relationship has been noted in Henry 
et al. (2000b) and Frink et al. (2002). The stars whih lie above this relationship 
appear to either be supergiants (and thus not a member of the same lass of stars) 
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or possess a ompanion whih raises the RV v ariability eXternally. This would 
appear to be the ase with these three stars, whih lie well above the bulk of the 
stars, and whose residual data would ft well within the lower envelope of stars. 
Two more stars, HIP 36616 and HIP 114855, were previously reported to 
harbor massive planets (Mithell et al., 2004). The arguments presented there were 
similar to those above, namely the eXellent ft of a Keplerian with small residuals, 
the lak of additional periodiities in the residuals, and the inability of rotation 
efets or radial pulsations to eXplain the variability. The masses of the inferred 
ompanions to these two stars are 3.0 and 6.0 M
J
, putting eah b e l o w the planet 
mass threshhold. These stars also have m o r e R V v ariability than is eXpeted for 
stars of their olor, as shown by Figure 6.2, but not impressively so. These two 
stars are the two l o west labelled as known planets. Although the stars lie loser to 
the lower envelope than the other stars with known ompanions, the residuals lie 
diretly in the envelope, and so the RV satter is preisely what would be eXpeted 
for stars in that olor range with suh planetary ompanions. 
These fve stars represent the fve best ases for planetary or brown dwarf 
ompanions. Cases an be made for other stars, but the argument s w ould be 
weaker, and even for those fve best ases, absorption line bisetor measurements 
are needed to absolutely rule out nonlinear pulsations as the soure of variations, 
eXept for the eentri L Dra. There is one eXeption, whih will be disussed 
shortly. 
A few other interesting stars require disussion. As shown in Chapter 
6, HIP 3419 (f Cet), HIP 21421 (a Tau, Aldebaran), and HIP 91004 possibly 
have m ultiple periodiities in their data. Although this evidene is not onlusive, 
nonradial pulsations are implied by this data, while planetary ompanions are less 
likely. As stated previously, Aldebaran is known to be multiply periodi (Hatzes 
& C o  hran, 1998a,b). 
HIP 109754 has a possible visual binary ompanion (Aitken, 1932). 
Nidever et al. (2002) reported variations of less than 100 m s
-1 
for HIP 84671. 
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Table 7.3. Ratio of Radial Veloity to Fitted Satter 
Star Ratio 
HIP 3419 1.7 
HIP 7884 3.0 
HIP 19011 2.0 
HIP 21421 1.8 
HIP 31700 1.5 
HIP 34693 11.5 
HIP 36616 3.7 
HIP 37826 4.2 
HIP 38253 5.2 
HIP 39177 2.8 
HIP 40526 2.6 
HIP 47959 2.2 
HIP 53261 3.7 
HIP 53740 2.7 
HIP 54539 2.9 
HIP 73620 2.3 
HIP 74732 3.1 
HIP 75458 10.8 
HIP 79540 3.2 
HIP 88048 22.8 
HIP 91004 4.0 
HIP 91117 1.7 
HIP 109023 2.3 
HIP 109754 2.7 
HIP 114855 3.7 
 �
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Their observations spanned 301 days. Our variations of O
Rv 
199.2 m s 
-1 
are sig-
nifantly higher, and the veloities vary rapidly at all points in the visible RV 
urve. 
Two stars ould possibly be onstrued as lying above t h e l o wer envelope 
of the data in Figure 6.2: HIP 38253 and HIP 39177. These stars, however, are 
toward the red end of the sample, where stars have m o r e a  t i v i t y in general. In 
addition, the data is not ft well with a Keplerian, as shown by the respetive 
residual rms satters of 68.1 and 55.1 m s
-1 
. The remainder of the periodi stars 
have R V data whih v aries as muh as is eXpeted for stars of their partiular olor. 
There are a number of stars with moderately eentri best ft Keplerians. 
Two of them, HIP 53740 (a Crt) and HIP 54539 ( UMa), have l o w residual 
satter as well, although this is at least partially due to the low l e v els of periodi 
variation. These stars are of partiular interest beause if enough data an be 
olleted, and the phased data onlusively show an eentri orbit onsistent o ver 
many y ears, they would be top planet andidates. Beause of the eentri nature 
of the data, line bisetors might not be neessary to onlude the eXistene of a 
planet. Currently, there is not enough data for suh a onlusion. 
There are also two notable stars for whih previous work has been done. 
HIP 3419 (f Cet) is known to have h i g h l e v els of X-ray fuX (Maggio et al., 1998), 
and sustained and variable fare ativity has been observed in the UV. Combined 
with the possibility o f m ultiple periods observed in this data set, f Cet is a good 
andidate for high amount s o f i n trinsi ativity. 
HIP 37826 (f Gem, PolluX) has radial veloity observations from other 
projets as well. Hatzes & Cohran (1993) deteted a 558 day period in the RV 
data of PolluX, and Larson et al. (1993) found a 585 day period. These are both 
quite similar to the 578 day period found in this RV data. Neither of those groups 
deteted a seond period in their data. Radial pulsations are easily ruled out as a 
ause for the variations. Starspots were thought to be the most likely andidate to 
eXplain the stellar behavior by t h e t wo previous soures, though neither eXpressed 
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onfdene in their evidene. However, the starspot simulations presented here 
indiate that rotational efets are not likely the ause of RV v ariations in PolluX. 
Indeed, not only would the spot ause photometri variations larger than what is 
observed by Hipparos but the value of v sin i eXludes the RV period as being a 
possible rotation period. Even if you assume these ontraditions an be eXplained 
away, t h e s i n usoidal nature of the RV data suggests that there are either two 
idential spots on the star separated by preisely 180
Æ 
, or the star is tilted enough 
suh that the a high latitude spot is always visible. The latter possibility o n l y 
inreases the problem with the photometri variations a spot would ause. On top 
of this reasoning, if rotational modulation was the ause of the RV v ariations in 
PolluX, it would require a spot (or two spots) to eXist onstantly on the fae of the 
star for the duration of the observations of these three projets, whih is urrently 
over 24 years. 
If rotation is not the ause of the variations, nonradial pulsations ould 
be the ulprit. The lak o f m ultiple periods and stellar line ativity s e e n b y the two 
previous authors is evidene against this hypothesis, though Larson et al. (1993) 
did fnd low l e v el variations of a Ca II ore emission indeX with a similar period to 
the variations, but with low onfdene. More reent observations of line bisetors 
showed no spetral variations, though not all nonradial pulsations modes ould 
be ruled out (Hatzes & Cohran, 1998). Still, the possible pulsational modes are 
stated to ause photometri variations of about 6V  0 .05 mag, whih is ruled out 
by Hipparos photometry. Nonradial pulsations appear to be a poor eXplanation 
of the RV v ariations of PolluX. 
It appears that a planetary ompanion ould be ausing the RV v ariations 
for this star. The orbital parameters derived by H a t z e s & C o  hran (1993) inlude 
a slightly higher eentriity, but similar values for planetary mass and orbital 
radius. It should be noted that the data from Hatzes & Cohran (1993) overs a 
somewhat larger time period, but the RV data has a preision of about 20 m s
-1 
. 
Figure 7.1 shows the ombined RV  u r v e for all three data sets, together 
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Figure 7.1: The ombined data sets of Larson et al. (1993), Hatzes & Cohran 
(1993), and this survey, along with the best Keplerian ft to the ombined data. 
The error bars for the data from Hatzes & Cohran (1993) are approXimated at 
20 ms
-1
, whih is the stated fgure for the majority of that data, though individual 
unertainties are not given. The data mathes well to the ft, with the eXeption 
of the data from Hatzes & Cohran (1993), whih fts relatively poorly. The best 
ft parameters are similar to those derived from the data from this survey alone. 
with the best Keplerian ft for the ombined data. Hatzes & Cohran (1993) does 
not give unertainties for eah d a t a p o i n t, but most of the data is stated to have 
approXimate unertainties of 20 m s
-1 
, w h i  h is the size of the error bars for that 
data in Figure 7.1. This Keplerian ft is similar to that for the data presented in this 
dissertation. The best ft parameters inlude a period of 591.3 days, eentriity 
of 0.00, and assuming a stellar mass of 1.7 M , the minimum ompanion mass is 
2.6 M
J
, and the orbital radius is 1.65 AU. 
Figure 7.2 shows the phase folded radial veloity urve for the ombined 
data sets of PolluX. The data is folded over a period of 591.3 days, whih is the best 
ft period for the ombined data. The data from this survey and that of Larson 
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Figure 7.2: Phase folded radial veloity  u r v e f o r P olluX. The data of Larson et 
al. (1993) and this survey ft quite well to the period of 591.3 days. The data of 
Hatzes & Cohran (1993) fts more poorly. The reason for this is unknown. The 
unertainties for the data set of Hatzes & Cohran (1993) are thought to be larger. 
et al. (1993) are good fts to the Keplerian ft, but the data of Hatzes & Cohran 
(1993) fts more poorly. The reason for this is not understood. Nonetheless, this 
folded ft, whih enompasses over 20 years of data from a number of telesopes, 
is impressive. 
7.. Planet Statistis 
The harateristis of the planets deteted in this sample are not the same 
as those of planets deteted around the main sequene stars of the major planet 
detetion surveys. Neither are the stars in this sample similar to the solar-type 
stars surveyed by the Berkeley and the Swiss planet searh groups. This setion 
will ompare the stars and the deteted orbital ompanions in this sample with 
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Figure 7.3: Histogram of the masses of all planetary ompanions disovered or-
biting main sequene stars by the CCPS. There are a total of 75 planets, from a 
sample of 1330 FGKM stars. Despite inompleteness at the lowest masses, there 
is a sharp inrease of low mass planets. In omparison, the siX best planet an-
didates from this sample have a mean minimum mass of 10 M
J
, plaing them at 
the eXtreme tail of this histogram. The two most massive andidates, the brown 
dwarfs orbiting T Gem and v Oph, would lie to the right of this graph, and oupy 
the "brown dwarf desert" in whih no objets have been disovered by the CCPS. 
This graph is taken from Mary et al. (2004). 
those of the California & Carnegie Planet Searh
1 
(hereafter CCPS). 
The CCPS has obtained radial veloities for 1330 FGKM stars with 
3 m s 
-1 
preision at Lik, Kek, and the Anglo-Australian Telesope (AAT). For a 
omplete eXamination of the CCPS target stars and disoveries, see Mary et al. 
(2004). Among these stars are virtually all main sequene FGKM stars brighter 
than V 8. The duration of the survey for most of the stars is 6-9 years. Although 
the survey stars were seleted for brightness, there are a numbe  r  o  f  M  d  w  arfs with 
magnitudes 8 < V < 11. 
From these 1330 stars, 75 eXtra-solar planets have been deteted orbiting 
� 
http://exoplanets.org/ 
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Table 7.4. Best Planet Candidates from This Sample 
Star Period Eentriity Semi-major aXis m
2 
sin i 
(days) (AU) (M
J
) 
HIP 34693 303.7 0.00 1.12 18.4 
HIP 36616 301.2 0.00 1.01 6.0 
HIP 37826 577.6 0.00 1.62 2.6 
HIP 75458 511.0 0.72 1.27 8.4 
HIP 88048 534.6 0.13 1.78 21.7 
HIP 114855 182.1 0.00 0.67 3.0 
65 diferent stars. The CCPS defnes an eXtra-solar planet as having a minimum 
mass m sin i 13 M
J
. Figure 7.3 is a histogram of the minimum masses of those 
75 planets. Clearly there is a strong inrease in planets with smaller masses, even 
though there is a detetion bias toward more massive planets. The efet of sin i 
on the shape of this distribution is minimal ( orissen et al., 2001). 
Clearly the best planet andidates from this sample do not follow this 
mass distribution. For the purposes of omparison, the best planet andidates 
from this dissertation will onsist of the siX stars shown in Table 7.4, along with a 
few of the best ft orbital parameters. The mean minimum mass of these siX planets 
is 6.0 M
J
, m uh larger than most of the planets known to orbit main sequene stars. 
In fat, if one assumes that the objets disovered by the CCPS with masses greater 
than 40 M 
J 
are all stellar binary ompanions with low orbital inlinations (only 
seven suh objets have been deteted with minimum masses 40 M
J 
< m
2 
sin i < 
80 M
J
, where 80 M
J 
is the approXimate hydrogen burning limit), then the objets 
T Gem and v Oph are the largest planetary objets deteted to date. This result is 
unhanged if the "super-planets" of Udry et al. (2002) are inluded. The "brown 
dwarf desert" seen with main sequene stars oupies this intermediate region -
the CCPS survey has not deteted a single objet in the range 20 M
J 
< m
2 
sin i < 
40 M
J
. 
Even if the CCPS objets greater than 40 M
J 
are not atually stellar 
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ompanions, it is not hard to imagine that the brown dwarf desert divides two 
separate lasses of objets, whih possibly formed through diferent proesses. The 
objets with lower masses, the planet" ompanions, may be fundamentally diferent 
than the more massive "stellar" ompanions. The fat that brown dwarfs an 
eXist in both lasses is merely a oinidene, sine the deuterium and hydrogen 
burning limits are probably not related in any w ay to the formation proesses that 
presumably reate the mass funtion that diferentiates these two groups. 
Viewing the planet detetions this way, T Gem and v Oph are the two 
largest "planetary" objets yet disovered, and the only ones oupying the brown 
dwarf desert. Not only are the planets deteted around our K giants more massive 
than those found around the main sequene stars, they appear to be more frequent 
as well. The rate of planet detetion for the main sequene stars of the CCPs survey 
is 75I1330 0.056, while that of this survey is 6I177 0.034. Clearly the CCPS 
is fnding planets more often than this survey. But the intrinsi jitter of K giant 
stars makes detetion of smaller planets muh more diÆult. Figure 6.2 shows how 
the RV v ariations indued by a planetary ompanion must rise above the intrinsi 
jitter to make the planet detetable. Thus, the ensus of planets with masses below 
5 M 
J 
is very inomplete. 
For more massive planets, however, this survey has a higher detetion 
rate than that of the CCPS. We fnd planets with masses greater than 5 M
J 
at 
a rate of 0.023, while the CCPS fnds them at a rate of 0.009. For objets larger 
than 10 M
J
, our detetion rate is 0.011; that of the CCPS is 0.004. The K giants 
appear to have planets more massive t h a n 5 M 
J 
about twie as often as the main 
sequene stars, although the noise assoiated with the small K giant sample make 
the statistial signifane of this low. Nonetheless, it is intriguing that the K 
giant s m a y produe more massive ompanions (and more of these more massive 
ompanions) than the main sequene stars. 
The physial diferene of interest to this disrepany is stellar mass. The 
stars presented in this dissertation have a mean mass of 2.2 M , and a median 
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Figure 7.4: Semi-major aXes of the planets hosted by main sequene stars deteted 
by the CCPS. The planet sample is inomplete past about 2 AU, due to the 
inreasing amount of time needed to observe a full orbital period at inreasing 
orbital distane. Five of the siX best planet andidates from this dissertation 
would fall into the bin just greater than 1 AU. This plot is taken from Mary et 
al. (2004). 
mass of 1.8 M . The average mass of the CCPS main sequene stars with known 
planet ompanions is 1.0 M . It is possible that the more massive stars reate an 
overabundane of very massive planets, though the statistis are urrently too small 
to be onlusive. Hopefully eXpanded surveys of massive K g i a n ts will inrease the 
statistial sample from whih t o d r a w these answers. 
Figure 7.4 shows the distribution of semi-major aXes for the planets dis-
overed by the CCPS. The planets beyond 2 AU are inomplete, as the inreasing 
time needed to observe one orbit of a planet inreases with orbital distane. It 
appears that the frequeny of planets inreases with inreasing orbital radius. Of 
the siX top andidates from this sample, fve h a ve semi-major aXes whih w ould 
plae them in the bin just past 1 AU. Figure 7.5 shows the planetary mass plotted 
against the orbital distane for the CCPS main sequene stars. The planets from 
the K giant survey would be near 1 AU on the graph, with varying masses, some 
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Figure 7.5: Mass plotted against semi-major aXis for planets deteted by the CCPS. 
All of the CCPS planets with m
2 
sin i � 5 M 
J 
have orbital distanes larger than 
0.2 AU. The "hot jupiters" orbiting near the host star at distanes 0.1 AU  o u l d 
not eXist around the K giant stars due to their large radii, whih w ould envelop 
those planets. This fgure is taken from Mary et al. (2004) 
of whih are too large for this plot. The K giant survey is most likely inomplete 
for planets less than 5 M
J
, due to the large intrinsi jitter of the giant stars. Also, 
eah giant star has a minimum orbital distane due to its large radius. A star with 
a radius of 22 R would have a minimum orbital radius just greater than 0.1 AU, 
though the eXistene of a planet just outside the stellar photosphere of a K giant 
may not be possible. In any ase, the short-period "hot jupiters" found around 
many main sequene stars, even if they ould form around the progenitors of K 
giants, ould not survive the transition to the giant phase. For some stars in this 
sample, the orbital limit ould reah p a s t  1 A U, but for the typial star (mean 
radius of those with known va l u e s i s 4 0 R , the median value is 25 R ), the limit 
would be 0.1-0.2 AU. 
Figure 7.6 shows the distribution of orbital eentriity as a funtion of 
orbital distane for the CCPS planets. Although there are low eentriity o r -
bits at all distanes, this plot gives the appearane of an upper envelope whih 
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inreases with distane. The lak of eentri orbits for hot jupiters is due to the 
irularization of the lose orbits from tidal interations with the host star. The 
planet andidates in this dissertation are mainly non-eentri, with the eXtreme 
eXeption of L Dra, whih has one of the highest eentriities of any eXtrasolar 
planet. Only HD80606b, with an eentriity of greater than 0.9, is more eentri 
(Naef et al., 2001). The sample is too small to draw a n y signifane from these 
eentriities. However, if it were true that the K giants had planets with dif-
ferent orbital eentriities in general (suh a s a n o verabundane of non-eentri 
planets), it would probably point to a diferene in the formation of the planets, 
or possibly in some mehanism related to the evolution of a main sequene star 
to a giant. There are various theories of how eXtrasolar planets aquire eentri 
orbits, but most involve gravitational interations with the irumstellar disk or 
with other planets (Rasio & Ford, 1996; Goldreih & Sari, 2003; Chiang, 2003). If 
more massive stars had substantially diferent irumstellar disks, the interations 
of planets with the disk or with other planets might be  s k ewed from less massive 
stars. 
The orrelation between planets and the metal abundane of their host 
stars is well known Gonzalez (2000); Laughlin (2000); Santos et al. (2003). The 
abundane of eXtrasolar planets rises markedly with stellar metalliity. Figure 7.7 
shows the planet abundane as a funtion of stellar metalliity of the CCPS sample. 
The planet frequeny ranges from about 3% around the lowest metalliity stars, to 
about 19% around the most metal-rih stars. The distribution of metalliities o f 
the stars in the K giants sample (for those stars whih h a ve suh measurements) is 
given in Figure 7.8. The flled region indiates the loation of the stars with planet 
ompanions. While statistis like those of the CCPS survey are not possible, it  
is lear that the K giant stars with planets are among the more metal-rih i n t h e 
sample. The mean metalliity of the stars in the K giant sample whih have been 
measured is [F eIH] > -0.15, while for those siX whih h a ve ompanions it is 
[F eIH] > -0.02. The orrelation of planet frequeny and inreasing stellar 
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Figure 7.6: Eentriity plotted against semi-major aXis for the CCPS planets. The 
hot jupiters have zero eentriity due to the irularization of their orbits via tidal 
interations with the host star. The siX planet andidates presented here inlude 
fve with very low eentriities and one with a very high (0.72) eentriity. This 
distribution is diferent than that shown above, though the sample is too small to 
have a n y statistial signifane. This plot is taken from Mary et al. (2004). 
metal abundane appears to be true for K giants as it is for main sequene stars. 
Although several stars in the CCPS survey are known to harbor multiple 
planets, no suh systems have been observed in this sample at this point. EXtending 
this survey may p r o vide an opportunity to observe suh a system, though onfusion 
be  t  ween a system with multiple planets and multiple nonradial pulsation modes 
may be diÆult to distinguish. Line bisetors would be neessary if suh a situation 
were to eXist. 
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Figure 7.7: Frequeny of planets among CCPS main sequene stars as a funtion 
of stellar metal abundane. There is a lear trend with planet frequeny inreasing 
with metalliity. This is a well studied phenomenon. This plot is taken from 
Fisher & Valenti (2004). 
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Figure 7.8: Distribution of metalliities o f t h e K g i a n ts in this sample whih h a ve 
metalliity measurements in the literature. The distribution peaks at -0.2 < 
[F eIH ] < -0.1. The dark region indiates the distribution of the siX stars with 
planetary ompanions. Those stars are learly skewed toward the metal-rih end 
of the distribution. The mean value of [Fe/H] for the entire sample is -0.15, while 
the mean value for the siX stars with ompanions is -0.02. This agrees with the 
relationship found in the main sequene stars with planets. 
Chapter 8 
Other Interesting Stars 
The stars whih appear to have regular periodi radial veloity urves 
were investigated in Chapters 6-7. While these stars are probably the most inter-
esting and important stars to understand, there are a number of other stars whih 
have data whih i s m uh more diÆult to understand, or an be lassifed more 
onisely. T h i s  hapter will inlude disussion of stars whih appear to be pulsat-
ing with multiple frequenies, stars with strange RV urves, stars with luminosity 
lass I-II, and binary stars. 
8.1 Pulsators 
In Chapter 6, several periodi stars were eXamined in depth to determine 
if the star was pulsating or has rotation efets. There are several other stars 
whih present themselves as being possible pulsators as well. These inlude the 
stars ategorized as having quik d a y-to-day v ariations, whih are listed in Ta-
ble 8.1. These stars appear to have r a d i a l v eloities whih  a n  hange by large 
amounts (6 RV > 50 ms
-1
) b e t ween observations. Lomb-Sargle periodograms 
(Lomb, 1976; Sargle, 1982) were reated for eah of these stars, and eah w ere 
eXamined for multiple periodiites. Several have periodograms whih s h o w p o wer 
at several frequenies, and these are presented in Figures 1-7. Most of the remain-
ing stars in this group have p o wer at only one frequeny, while some stars had no 
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Table 8.1. Stars with Quik R V V ariations 
Star Period (d) Confdene Level 
HIP 9347 15.1 29% 
HIP 16335 712.8 99% 
HIP 21421 803.2 100% 
HIP 33160 523.7 99% 
HIP 33856 1323.3 99% 
HIP 36388 11887.6 0% 
HIP 46750 8879.5 90% 
HIP 53781 264.2 0% 
HIP 69673 280.2 100% 
HIP 73133 2583.2 100% 
HIP 85355 480.5 100% 
HIP 87808 1112.6 100% 
HIP 98337 641.3 98% 
HIP 109492 503.5 99% 
HIP 110986 644.7 99% 
frequeny whih s h o wed signifant po  wer. Table 8.1 lists the period at whih t h e 
maXimum power was found in the periodogram, as well as the onfdene level for 
that frequeny. With few eXeptions, observations were no more frequent than one 
per night , s o a n y periods less than one day are not real and are ignored. 
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Figure 8.1: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 16335. This star shows power at 
multiple frequenies, possibly indiating multiple pulsation frequenies. The main 
peak is at 712.8 d. 
Figure 8.2: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 21421. This star shows power at 
multiple frequenies, possibly indiating multiple pulsation frequenies. The main 
peak is at 803.2 d. 
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Figure 8.3: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 69673. This star shows power at 
multiple frequenies, possibly indiating multiple pulsation frequenies. The main 
peak is at 280.2 d. 
Figure 8.4: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 73133. This star shows power at 
multiple frequenies, possibly indiating multiple pulsation frequenies. The main 
peak is at 2583.2 d. 
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Figure 8.5: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 85355. This star shows power at 
multiple frequenies, possibly indiating multiple pulsation frequenies. The main 
peak is at 480.5 d. 
Figure 8.6: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 87808. This star shows power at 
multiple frequenies, possibly indiating multiple pulsation frequenies. The main 
peak is at 1112.6 d. 
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Figure 8.7: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 109492. This star shows power at 
multiple frequenies, possibly indiating multiple pulsation frequenies. The main 
peak is at 503.5 d. 
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For these quikly varying stars, the fundamental radial pulsation fre-
queny was alulated using the method of CoX et al. (1972). This method re-
quires the stellar mass and radius, so the stars whih h a ve no radius measurement 
were eXluded from this eXerise. For eah star, the radial pulsation period was 
ompared to the periodogram, to hek f o r a n y oinident v alues. There was one. 
HIP 21421 (Aldebaran) has a radial mode period of 32.5 days, whih is near a 
small peak in the periodogram (see Figure 8.2). It is possible that Aldebaran has 
multiple pulsational frequenies, and when its olor is onsidered (B - V  1 .54), 
this star is an eXellent andidate for pulsation. 
Only one star has a fundamental radial pulsation mode period greater 
than 50 days. This star, HIP 85355, has a radial pulsation mode period of 148 days. 
No suh frequeny is present with signifant po  wer in the periodogram. The rest 
of the stars had no reasonable mathes with the periodograms. It is possible that 
higher order radial pulsations ould eXist in any of these stars. The eXpeted period 
for higher order modes would be shorter than the fundamental mode. 
Several of these quikly varying stars are supergiants (HIP 33856, 
HIP 85355, HIP 87808, and HIP 109492) and are thus eXpeted to have large radial 
and nonradial pulsations. Eah of these four stars has large long-period variations 
in the RV data. HIP 109492 (( Cep) is a known binary star (Campbell & Moore, 
1907; Gordon, 1943). 
As stated earlier, it is diÆult to assign a physial soure of RV v ariation 
for these stars. The radial veloity  u r v es for the stars with quik v ariations and 
periodogram power at multiple frequenies give a s m uh evidene of pulsation as 
an be eXpeted from radial veloity data. The data varies with large amplitudes, 
and either less-than-ertain periods or multiple periods. This eXludes ompanions 
as the soure of the variations. CompleX starspot patterns ould possibly ause 
suh R V v ariations, but multiple periods would be diÆult to eXplain (the star 
has but one rotation period!) and in eah ase, the RV amplitude is too large 
for rotation to reate. As with the periodi stars, line bisetor data is ruial to 
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distinguish between intrinsi and eXtrinsi auses of RV v ariation. But the data 
presented here strongly suggests the eXistene of pulsations in these stars. 
The following are brief notes on a few of the stars in this group. 
HIP 21421 (a Tau, Aldebaran) - As stated in previous hapters, this 
bright star has been studied thoroughly. R a d i a l v eloity periods of 2.5 hr (Smith 
& MMillan, 1988), 1.8 d (Larson, 1996), and 643 d (Hatzes & Cohran, 1998b) 
have been measured. Wasatoni & Guinan (1997) laimed to see a 92 d period, 
while Henry et al. (2000b) saw n o s u  h period. A 50 d period was observed in the 
line bisetor shapes by Hatzes & Cohran (1998b). The periodogram here inludes 
high power at a period of about 800 d. The RV data looks like a n e n velope with a 
period of near 800 d and amplitude of about 200 m s
-1
, while the data varies rapidly 
within the envelope. The shape of the RV data presented here, and the various 
periods reported in the literature indiate the presene of pulsations. Starspots 
annot reate suh a n R V amplitude without muh larger photometri variations 
than are seen, and a ompanion would have k ept the same period over time. 
HIP 33160 (e CMa) - Although the RV data is unremarkable in this 
onteXt, it should be noted that this star is a member of the K giant survey of 
Setiawan et al. (2003a), who reports an rms satter of O
Rv
 134 .88, similar to our 
value of O
Rv
 137 .3. 
HIP 69673 (a Boo, Arturus) - Arturus is one of the best studied stars 
in the sky. Measured periods in radial veloity data inlude: 1.7 d (Merline, 1997, 
hereafter, M97), 1.8 d (Smith et al., 1987), 2.0 d (Cohran, 1988), 2.5 d (Hatzes 
& C o  hran, 1994, hereafter HC94), 2.6 d (M97), 2.7 d (Belmonte et al., 1990), 
2.9 d, 3.6 d (M97), 4.0 d (HC94), 5.7 d (M97), 6.5 d (Hatzes & Cohran, 1998), 
8.5 d (h94), 46 d, 233 d (Hatzes & Cohran, 1993). A photometri period of 2.8 d 
has been observed by Retter et al. (2003). Radial veloity presented here learly 
shows long-term periodiity a s w ell as additional variations of unertain nature. 
The variable and numerous periodiities observed by many astronomers strongly 
suggests stellar pulsations in Arturus. 
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HIP 98337 (1 Sge) - This star is a suspeted binary (Hartkopf & MAl-
ister, 1984). 
8.2 Non-Standard Stars 
There are fourteen stars whih h a ve been labelled as non-standard, mean-
ing that they have large long-term radial veloity v ariations whih are not random, 
but not learly periodi. This lassifation is interesting beause of the ambiguity 
of the data. Most of the stars in this ategory have some sort of long-term trend 
whih d o e s n o t   hange in a systemati way. Of all the stars in the sample, these 
are perhaps most deserving of further observation, as the pattern in the data may 
beome lear with additional data points. This ategory is basially a ath-all, 
for stars whih h a ve no other ategory int o w h i  h it fts. There were one many 
more stars in this ategory, but as time passed, and more data was olleted, the 
questionable trends beame either periodiities (or multiple periodiities) whih 
ould be eXamined, or the data proved itself to be random. The latter oured less 
often than the former. 
Several of the stars appear to have m ultiply periodi data, indiating the 
probably eXistene of pulsations as outlined in the previous setion. Others have 
trends whih appear to be very long-term, suh that the urrent length of the 
observing program is not enough time to observe t h e e n tire behavior of the star. 
Periodograms were reated for eah star, and tested for possible periodiities in 
the data. Beause the data for these stars is so irregular, the presene of planets 
is unlikely. Other possibilities are possible still. Beause of the uniqueness of the 
RV data for eah of these stars, they will be disussed individually. 
8.2.1 HIP 5364 (1 Cet) 
1 Cet has no strong power at any frequeny. The RV v ariations have f a r 
too large of an amplitude to be aused by rotation efets. The time sales involved 
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in the RV data are far too large to be aused by radial pulsations. Some sort of 
nonradial pulsation ativity is probably the soure of RV v ariation in this star. 
8.2.2 HIP 7607 (v Per) 
v Per also has no strong power at any frequeny. The estimated photo-
metri hange due to starspots would be r3%, greater than the Hipparos limit of 
0.4%. Pulsations are the most likely ause of RV v ariations here. 
8.2.3 HIP 23015 (L Aur) 
L Aur has power at several periods, as seen in the periodogram shown in 
Figure 8.8. The RV data depits what ould be a periodi trend, but with a strange 
interlude near   2452500. The amplitude learly rules out starspots, and the 
inonsisteny of the RV data rules out a ompanion. Pulsations would seem to 
be the only remaining possibility, though the RV  u r v e does not look like m a n y 
of the other pulsation andidates whih eXhibit multiple periodiites. This star 
is a supergiant of luminosity lass II, so large pulsation amplitudes are eXpeted. 
Other supergiants in this sample also have large RV amplitudes and time-sales, 
suh as HIP 33856, HIP 87808, and HIP 109492. 
8.2.4 HIP 23123 
HIP 23123 has an inonsistent long-term trend in the data. The time-
sale and amplitude of the RV data is inompatible with rotation efets, and the 
inonsisteny rules out ompanions. This star, like the last, is a supergiant, and 
suh v ariations in the RV data is similar to other supergiants in this sample. The 
periodogram for this star shows strong power at 677 days, whih mathes the 
apparent trend in the data well. 
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Figure 8.8: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 23015. Power is present f o r s e v eral 
periods. This star is a supergiant, so pulsations with long time-sales would not 
be surprising. 
8.2.5 HIP 23685 (E Lep) 
E Lep has an RV amplitude too large for rotational modulation, and the 
RV  u r v e is not a Keplerian shape, so planetary ompanions annot be the ause 
of the variations. The periodogram shows moderate power at a period of 789 days, 
whih m a t  hes the ylial shape of the RV urve. The data resembles that of the 
supergiants mentioned previously, though this star is of luminosity lass III. The 
periodogram also shows a small peak near 30 days. 
8.2.6 HIP 30720 
HIP 30720 has one of the most unique RV  u r v es in the sample. The data 
is nearly onstant for 100 days, then jumps about 270 m s
-1 
in about 200 days. 
Then after r 600 days of apparently random RV v ariations, a slow trend emerges. 
Starspots and ompanions are learly not the ause of these variations. The peri-
odogram shows strong power at a period of r 1340 days, whih is almost as long 
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as the observing program itself. This interesting star will ontinue to be observed 
in the future. 
8.2.7 HIP 33152 
HIP 33152 is a K3 Iab star with enormous RV v ariations. The data 
resembles that of other supergiants in the sample, but on an even larger sale. 
After a ouple of years of observing this star, the relative amplitudes of the radial 
veloities was so large that the redution software ould no longer redue the data 
(the software typially has a limit of several km s
-1
). Presumably this behavior 
is due to large radial and nonradial pulsations. Another template observation 
was taken, and this worked for several months before the data again beame too 
variable. The data presented in this dissertation is from both sets of observations. 
The periodogram for this star shows no strong power at any frequeny. 
8.2.8 HIP 57399 (x UMa) 
x UMa has variations too large for starspots and too errati for a om-
panion. The periodogram shows strong power at 621 days. Pulsations seem like 
the only reasonable eXplanation for the RV v ariations in this star. 
8.2.9 HIP 80693 
HIP 80693 has a lear trend in the data, but it annot be ft with a 
Keplerian, meaning an orbital ompanion is not the soure of the variation. This 
star was observed by Nidever et al. (2002), who also found the RV v ariations to 
have satter O
Rv 
100 ms
-1 
. The periodogram, shown in Figure 8.9 has strong 
po  wer at a period of 718 days, whih roughly orresponds to the trend in the 
middle of the RV data. This trend is not periodially onsistent with the earlier 
data. 
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Figure 8.9: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 80693. Power is evident at multiple 
frequenies. 
8.2.10 HIP 85693 (> Her) 
> Her has strong power at 768 days in the periodogram. Rotational mod-
ulation would ause photometri variations of about 5%, but Hipparos limits the 
photometri variability to 0.6%, whih rules out starspots. Some sort of pulsation 
is likely ausing the RV v  ariations in this star. 
8.2.11 HIP 87933 (� Her) 
� Her is unlike most of the stars in this ategory whih pulsate with large 
amplitudes. This star appears to have a single trend in the data, and this trend 
looks like an eentri Keplerian. However, if the trend is indeed a Keplerian, 
one full period has not yet been observed, so no evaluation an be made. If the 
RV v  ariation is due to some sort of rotational efet, then the star would have a  n 
eXtremely large rotation period. � Her has a rotational veloity (along the line 
of sight) of 3.2 km s
-1 
and a radius of 11.6 R
 
. These values imply a maXimum 
rotational period of 183 days, whih seems to be almost an order of magnitude 
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smaller than the minimum RV period. Further observation of this star is imperative 
in order to haraterize the Keplerian (if the RV urve ontinues to behave i n a 
similar fashion) and estimate the size of a andidate ompanion. 
8.2.12 HIP 101986 
HIP 101986 has small RV v ariations (varifed by N i d e v er et al., 2002). 
They look periodi upon frst glane, but they annot be ft with a Keplerian. 
Rotational efets may be able to ause the variations, but a lak of a radius value 
prevent s i n vestigation. the periodogram has strong power at several periods. 
8.2.13 HIP 107315 (E Peg) 
E Peg is a luminosity lass I supergiant, with the large amplitude long-
period RV v ariations seen in suh s t a r s i n t h i s s u r v ey. Pulsations are most likely 
ausing the variations in this star. The periodogram in Figure 8.10 shows multiple 
periods with strong power. This star may possibly be a binary (South, 1826), but 
the soure is rather old, and the visual separation of the suspeted ompanion is 
too large to relate to these observations. Long-term radial veloity v ariability w as 
established previously by W alker et al. (1989). 
8.2.14 HIP 109602 
HIP 109602 does not have wildly varying radial veloities like many o f 
these stars. The veloity holds relatively steady for several years, then moves 
somewhat rapidly in the most reent observations. Time will tell where the latest 
trend is leading. There is no real strong power in the periodogram. Starspots 
would have a diÆult time repliating the variations seen in the data, beause of 
the amplitude and the long period of stability preeding the large variation. A 
large transient starspot may be able to do the job, though a transient pulsation 
may be more realisti. This star needs more data before a strong statement an 
be made. 
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Figure 8.10: Lomb-Sargle periodogram for HIP 107315. Power is strong as several 
periods. This star is a supergiant, with the large RV v  ariations typial of suh stars 
in this survey. 
8.3 Supergiants 
There are twelve supergiants in this sample of 177 stars. Although they 
were not intended to be in the sample, they are still interesting. The majority o  f
these stars have already been disussed in this dissertation, as they have fallen into 
one of the ategories. The list of supergiants is presented in Figure 8.2, along with 
the luminosity lass and lassifation of eah star, and the rms satter of the RV 
data. This setion will inlude a brief note on the two stars whih h  a ve not been 
disussed previously. 
8.3.1 HIP 84380 (1 Her) 
1 Her is a star with seemingly random RV v  ariations. Periodogram anal-
ysis, however, shows power at a period of 667 days, whih is not obvious by e  X a m -
ining the RV data. This period would seem to referring to the time between the 
end of the frst small subset of data point (the relatively isolated frst 8 points) 
��
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Table 8.2. Supergiants 
Star Luminosity lass O
Rv 
(m s
-1
) Classifation 
HIP 23015 II  182.4 Non-standard 
HIP 23123 II  63.3 Non-standard 
HIP 33152 I 1497.4 Non-standard 
HIP 33856 I 630.5 Quikly varying 
HIP 84380 II  61.7 Random, O
Rv 
> 35 m s
-1 
HIP 84671 II  199.2 Periodi 
HIP 85355 II  132.9 Quikly varying 
HIP 87808 II  158.8 Quikly varying 
HIP 104060 I 1092.3 Binary 
HIP 107315 I 449.6 Non-standard 
HIP 109492 I 407.7 Quikly varying 
HIP 113562 II  383.2 Periodi 
and the end of the rest of the data. If this was truly a periodiity in the data, then 
there would be onsiderable amounts of additional jitter in the star. Of ourse, 
this star being a supergiant, this would not be uneXpeted. The amplitude of the 
variations is small for a luminosity lass II star, as ompared to the others listed 
in Table 8.2. Interestingly, this star has been the subjet of srutiny before in a 
similar fashion. Hatzes & Cohran (1999) observed a period of 613 days in their 
RV data, whih span just over two y ears. This value is not statistially diferent 
from that indiated by this data (Hatzes states an unertainty o f 5 7 d a ys for their 
period). They also detet another periodiity at 90 days, though with smaller 
amplitude. Hatzes & Cohran (1999) delare that pulsations are the most likely 
ause of the variations, though they annot be ertain. The RV behavior of similar 
lass stars in this sample would support this theory. 
8.3.2 HIP 104060 ( Cyg) 
Cyg appears to be a binary star. The radial veloity data limbs on-
tinuously at a roughly steady rate throughout the observations. There also seems 
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Figure 8.11: Residuals for HIP 104060 ( Cyg) after subtration of a linear ft 
to the data. The residuals show a satter of O
Rv
 241 .8 m s 
-1
, ommensurate 
with other supergiant stars in this sample. The suspeted binarity of this star is 
onfrmed by Reimers & Shroder (1989). 
to be additional satter with the trend. Figure 8.11 shows the radial veloity data 
after a straight line ft has been removed from the data. The satter is still large, 
at O
Rv
 241 .8 m s 
-1 
. This star is in fat a known spetrosopi binary (Reimers 
& S  hroder, 1989), onfrming this hypothesis. 
8.. Binary Stars 
The fnal setion of this hapter deals with the suspeted binary stars 
from this data set. There are 20 suh stars presented here, listed in Table 8.3. 
The RV data for these stars ranges from eXtremely large RV diferenes to nie 
spetrosopi binary urves to slow general trends. 
Four of these stars, HIP 9110, HIP 79195, HIP 93864, & HIP 102978 have 
suh rapidly varying radial veloities, that only three or four observations were ne-
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Table 8.3. Suspeted Binaries 
Star 
HIP 8198
 
HIP 9110
 
HIP 14668
 
HIP 15861
 
HIP 50336
 
HIP 53229
 
HIP 64823
 
HIP 72210
 
HIP 72571
 
HIP 79195
 
HIP 80343
 
HIP 92747
 
HIP 93429
 
HIP 93864
 
HIP 100587
 
HIP 102488
 
HIP 102978
 
HIP 104060
 
HIP 113084
 
HIP 117567
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essary to lassify these stars as binaries. HIP 9110 (L A ri) is a known spetrosopi 
binary (Gordon, 1946), as is HIP 79195 (Ginestet et al., 1985). HIP 93684 (T Sgr) 
is speifed as a "problem star" in Hipparos, meaning that it is likely a binary, 
but the orbital parameters are questionable. Spekle interferometry (Mason et al., 
1999) and oronagraphi dark-spekle observations (Boaletti et al., 2001) ould 
not resolve a ompanion. This is the frst time HIP 102978 (w Cap) has been 
lassifed as a binary star. 
HIP 14668 (K Per) and HIP 15861 are listed in Aitken (1932), and are 
thus not new binary system detetions. HIP 102488 (E Cyg) is also a previously 
known spetrosopi binary star whose behavior is disussed in (GriÆn, 1994). 
One additional star, HIP 93429, is labelled by Hipparos as a suspeted non-single 
star, but is ft as a single star due to a lak of a quality m ultiple system ft. Mason 
et al. (1999) ould not resolve the suspeted ompanion. The data presented here 
onfrms the eXistene of a binary ompanion. 
Beyond the stars mentioned above, no other suspeted binary in this 
sample has been lassifed as suh before. One star, HIP 92747, was eXamined 
previously with radial veloity data, and no binary orbit was seen (Burki & Mayor, 
1983). Another star, HIP 113084, was observed with spekle photometry, but no 
ompanion was seen (MAlister et al., 1987). Nidever et al. (2002) also found this 
star to very at a level less than 100 m s
-1 
. 
It is possible that some of the stars with gentle slopes ould have some 
sort of long period intrinsi ativity. HIP 80343 ( Oph) and HIP 100587 have 
very straight R V data, whih w ould be unusual for suh a long time-sale for a 
pulsating star. HIP 8198 (o Ps) and HIP 64823 also have straight data, but the 
amplitude of the slope is small. HIP 50336, HIP 53229, and HIP 72210 have more 
satter around the linear trend in the data. This would likely indiate the presene 
of intrinsi jitter in addition to the soure of the long term trend, whatever that 
may be. 
Two speial ases remain of the original twenty. HIP 117567 has eX-
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Figure 8.12: Keplerian ft for HIP 117567. The orbital parameters for this ft 
inlude eentriity e  0 .27, orbital period P  3 3 1 2 d a ys, orbital distane 
a
2 
sin i  4 .3 A U, and ompanion mass m
2 
sin i  0 .3 M . 
tremely large variations. It is possible that large pulsations are ausing the RV 
variations, suh a large amplitude of variation would probably be aompanied 
by a large photometri variation, whih Hipparos does not detet. Nidever et al. 
(2002) observed this star and found it to be stable (O
Rv 
100 ms
-1 
over 117 days). 
The RV data an be ft by a Keplerian, as shown in Figure 8.12. The period for 
this ft about 3300 days, with e  0 .27. If this RV urve w as due to a ompanion, 
that ompanion would have a minimum mass of 0.3 M , and orbit at 4.3 AU. 
HIP 72571 varies very rapidly, m uh l i k e the frst four stars disussed in 
this setion. In fat, several times the spetra for this star would not redue beause 
the radial veloity w as too muh larger or smaller than the template spetrum. The 
strange thing about this star is that the data does not have a trend - it varies in 
both diretions! I annot eXplain the behavior of this star. 
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8.5 Other Stars
 
A few stars from the sample whih are otherwise unremarkable have been 
the subjet of previous work, and thus deserve a fnal omparison between the 
results in this dissertation and the previous literature. 
Walker et al. (1989) found the long-term variation of the radial veloities 
of HIP 9884 (a Ari) and HIP 46390 (a Hya) to be O
Rv
 34 m s 
-1 
and 102 ms
-1 
respetively. These values are moderately higher than our measured values of 
19.6 ms
-1 
and 77.2 ms
-1 
. 
Hatzes & Cohran (1996) report periodiites of 13.05 and 142.3 days 
in the radial veloities of HIP 86742 (f Oph). This is in stark ontrast to the 
data presented here, whih s h o ws f Oph as one of the most onstant stars in the 
sample (O
Rv
 13 .9 m s 
-1 
. Hatzes observed a peak-to-peak amplitude of 200 m s
-1 
for the 13 day period. Beause we see no suh v ariations, the eXistene of a 
substellar ompanion to f Oph is ruled out. Beause of the multiple periodiities 
seen previously, transient nonradial pulsations may be the ause of the variations. 
The 142 day period may h a ve been due to starspot ativity, whih ould have 
eased sine that time. The shorter period, however, ould not have been due to 
rotation, as the implied rotation period would have been a signifant fration of 
the breakup veloity for the star (Hatzes & Cohran, 1996). The hanging behavior 
of this star indiates that even longer term RV s u r v eys of K giant s m a y lead to 
interesting disoveries. 
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Appendix A 
Stellar Parameters 
This AppendiX inludes all of the available stellar parameters for eah o f 
the 177 K giant stars inluded in this survey. Blank entries indiate that no suh 
information eXists, or is not available. 
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Appendix B 
Radial Veloity Plots 
AppendiX B ontains plots of all of the radial veloity data for eah star, 
in the order of Hipparos number. Please remember that the radial veloity data 
is stritly relative, not absolute, so the veloities are only important with respet  
to other observations of the same star. Also, in many ases, the error bars on the 
data points are smaller than the points themselves. 
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Appendix C 
�eplerian �its to Periodi Stars 
This appendiX ontains plots of the periodi stars in the sample, overplot-
ted with the best Keplerian fts to the data. Below e a  h data set is the residual 
data, what remains when the Keplerian ft is subtrated from the original data. 
The rms satter of the residuals is given for eah star. 
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